Appendix XI
Invented Definitions for Nonsense Words
Following each entry or definition are five fields in parentheses and delimited by commas. The
first field is the unique number assigned to each informant. The second field indicates the sex of
the informant: F for females and M for males. The third field indicates the informant's age. The
fourth field is Y if the informant felt they had some understanding of phonosemantics before
filling in the form, Y/N if they feel they have some background, otherwise it is N. The fifth field
indicates the informant's native language. Fields are simply left blank if the informant did not
supply the relevant information.
baff, bamp, bipple, boag, cand, cass, corm, culk, desp, dom, drulk, flug, forp, fum, glon, gooble,
gurfus, gusp, guzzy, hask, hort, husp, jethom, lant, leb, loog, lorch, mant, morp, muggle, nop, plamp,
plork, preet, rammop, rapple, rost, rulp, rummer, sant, sarl, shob, shong, spreck, sumble, tam, teetle,
thad, thell, torg, veest, voap, vom, wentle, widder, wogger, yoosh, yorch

baff
Trick/Error:
* a trick (2,,,,English)
* a mistake (5,,,,English)
* confused (6,,,,English)
* to throw up (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to deceive (10,F,38,Y,English)
* an exclamation expressing confusion, being presented with a conundrum, or a series of mental hurdles.
(11,M,46,Y,English)
* to avoid, duck or miss. (20,F,27,N,English)
* baffle, to confound or confuse (22,F,,N,English)
* confusion (40,M,20,N,English)
* to stump someone (41,,,,English)
* baffle, confuse (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* something which confuses people (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* the sound of a shot as in "pif" - "paf" / a single act of baffling (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* to baffle (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a sound effect in cartoons, like biff, boff, and bam: refers to a slip without falling (79,,,,English)
* to astound and confuse by a sudden aggressive act of mental dexterity and transcendent reason.
(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* a lie (91,F,,N,English)
* confuse (95,M,28,N,English)
Push/Hit:
* to push away (8,,,,English)
* to tap someone (9,,,,English)
* a bludgeon (12,F,29,N,English)
* the sound made by a punch (14,M,31,N,English)
* to blow or breathe out gently, as on hot food or to mist up a pane of glass (15,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a short sharp hit (23,F,30,N,UK English)
* vt. - to strike suddenly, causing deflation, n. - a stick used to hit something soft (26,M,23,N/Y,English)
* to discipline by a quick smack of the hand to the head of the person who is in trouble. (29,M,23,N,English)
* to hit, without meaning to hurt. (31,M,40,N,English)
* to hit with a flat object like cricket paddle (38,M,59,Y,English)
* hit hard, or a hard hit with the whole hand; "she baffed him when he tried to assault her" or "she gave him a good
baff..."(53,F,41,N,Dutch and English)
* a fighting staff (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* a long stick with a hook used for herding sheep (62,F,50,N,English)
* something hard that hits you on the head (66,F,11,N,English)
* an open palmed slap to the back of the head (71,M,25,N,English)
* sound of fist hitting pillow. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to fall (118,F,19,N,English)
* to strike a person in the head so that it causes wonderment (80,F,54,N,English)
* an emotion; the way you feel after you have been dumped into a river while rafting on rapids (82,F,17,N,English)
* laugh? maybe to hit someone. like bash. (84,F,22,N,English)
* to strike on the back of the head (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a cane, split at one end into narrow strips, used to practice fighting with. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Laughter/Condescension
* an embarrassment, usually when one laughs at a joke one has told (4,,,,English)
* to make fun of someone (36,F,26,N,English)
* a bad and clownish joke. (45,M,29,N,English)
* v. to laugh incessantly at silly things (51,M,27,N,English)
* laugh? maybe to hit someone. like bash. (84,F,22,N,English)
* facet. derogation of another. verb. ridicule, belittle. (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* to laugh at someone in a condescending manner. (97,M,26,N,English)

Impediment:
* to push away (8,,,,English)
* to deceive (10,F,38,Y,English)
* an exclamation expressing confusion, being presented with a conundrum, or a series of mental hurdles.
(11,M,46,Y,English)
* n. an impediment of some sort, v, to impede or frustrate progress or completion(27,M,61,N,English)
* to discipline by a quick smack of the hand to the head of the person who is in trouble. (29, M, 23, N,English)
* n. the mouthpiece used by sports participants (30,F,22,N,English)
* a fighting staff (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* to stifle, to prevent flow through. i.e. There was too much air flowing through the intake relief valve so Jim baffed
it off. (81,M,25,N,English)
* a cane, split at one end into narrow strips, used to practice fighting with. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Sound:
* the sound made by a punch (14, M,31,N,English)
* the sound of a shot as in "pif" - "paf" / a single act of baffling (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* explosion (61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* sound of fist hitting pillow. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a sound effect in cartoons, like biff, boff, and bam: refers to a slip without falling (79,,,,English)
Lazy/Dull/Slow
* without energy (37,M,53,N,English)
* a way to handle things that aren't too big (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* someone who is lazy. Kinda like a couch potato. It describes a unmotivated personality. (86,F,40,N,English)
* dullish in colour, but glossy surfaced (92,M,23,N,English)
Misc:
* a type of sporting equipment (1,,,,English)
* an automobile part (3,,,,English)
* a person with large, fat cheeks (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* very simple but profound (17,M,27,Y,English)
* the space underneath a computer or a monitor (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a sort of penguin (49,,,N,English)
* quick (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* people doing dogs bark (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* noun: presentation to executives by middle management (70,,,,English)
* (adj) really fast and powerful. e.g. "that was a baff lightening in the storm last night". or "you're the baffest hockey
player ever". (72,F,23,N,English)
* Sleet or snow. Hence Baffin' Bay. (76,F,55,N,English)
* nautical term for the tip of a spar. (77,M,40,N,English)
* v, to waffle (83,M,43,N,English)
* a floating bridge (93,F,52,N,English)
* a potato and turnip casserole, garnished with nuts and marshmallows (96,F,29,N,English)

bamp
Strike/Hit:
* a sound that comes from hitting something (1,,,,English)
* landscaping tool (2,,,,English)
* to hit something (6,,,,English)
* to strike lightly (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to crash (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* a quick thrust of the hand downward across strings (14, M,31,N,English)
* a fast slap (33,M,26,N,English)
* the sound created when a shopping cart smacks into the shelf since the front left wheel is stuck and constantly realigns
your direction away from the center of the aisle.(34,M,32,N,English)
* to hit over the head with a soft bat (38,M,59,Y,English)
* to strike on the head with open palm. (40,M,20,N,English)
*a momentary interruption in the workings of a tractor-feed printer. (45,M,29,N,English)
* to hit a malfunctioning appliance, such as a TV set, in the hopes of making it work correctly (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* something big hitting something large & flat, for instance elephant vs. an asphalt road (49,,,N,English)
* v. to smack one's forehead with substantial but not injurious force on an immovable object. (51,M,27,N,English)
* to hit or strike, with a loud noise (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* hit (58,F,19,Y,English)
* onomatopoeic? like the sound of "BAKH" to plop? / a rather flat ramp? (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* v. to strike with a flat object (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* a crash of any sort (66,F,11,N,English)
* to hit something bluntly; also, the onomatopoeic noise that follows the bamping (batman-speak) : BAMP!
(67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* verb: turn the car radio all the way up, sing along with the music, torso dance, and drum the steering wheel
(70,,,,English)
* (noun, verb) sudden loud strumming of a stringed instrument e.g. "that Led Zeppelin song sure has some damn fine
bamping". (72,F,23,N,English)
* to slap someone on the side of the head in a playful manner (77,M,40,N,English)
* sound from hitting someone (118,F,19,N,English)
* to run into, collide with. i.e Did you see that guy just bamp that car.(81,M,25,N,English)
* v, to hit softly (83,M,43,N,English)
* knock out of the way energetically (95,M,28,N,English)
Dysfunction:
* a broken clock (4,,,,English)
* someone who thinks they are amusing but who is really not (12,F,29,N,English)
* exile (17,M,27,Y,English)
* an innocent bystander who is witness to an unusually disturbing event which then transforms them.
(32,F,29,Y,Persian)
* the sound created when a shopping cart smacks into the shelf since the front left wheel is stuck and constantly realigns
your direction away from the center of the aisle.(34,M,32,N,English)
* bum in a rich community (41,,,,English)
* a momentary interruption in the workings of a tractor-feed printer. (45,M,29,N,English)
* to hit a malfunctioning appliance, such as a TV set, in the hopes of making it work correctly (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* to be overwhelmed? (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a broken lamp (71,M,25,N,English)
* a virgin goth; to injure through dancing (79,,,,English)
* a disappointment (92,M,23,N,English)
* v, tweek an amplifier. (97,M,26,N,English)
Sound:
* a sound that comes from hitting something (1,,,,English)
* monitor sound, as a heartbeat, or computer "beep" (8,,,,English)
* a quick thrust of the hand downward across strings (14, M,31,N,English)
* a dull, short sound (20,F,27,N,English)
* a female bay area music groupie (37,M,53,N,English)
* to hit or strike, with a loud noise (52,M,18,Y/N,English)

* onomatopoeic? like the sound of "BAKH" to plop / a rather flat ramp (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* verb: turn the car radio all the way up, sing along with the music, torso dance, and drum the steering wheel
(70,,,,English)
* (noun, verb) sudden loud strumming of a stringed instrument e.g. "that Led Zeppelin song sure has some damn fine
bamping". (72,F,23,N,English)
* sound from hitting someone (118,F,19,N,English)
* verb: to increase the deeper frequencies in a sound system track (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* v, tweek an amplifier. (97,M,26,N,English)
* Vb and noun indicating (making) a noise that sounds like a damp bang or muffled explosion. e.g. "The firecrackers
were a disappointment: all bamp and no bang" Since everyone was asleep he bamped his suitcase down the stairs.
(100,M,67,N,English)
Smallness:
* a tiny flashlight (3,,,,English)
* monitor sound, as a heartbeat, or computer "beep" (8,,,,English)
* to pamper (9,,,,English)
* to strike lightly (10,F,38,Y,English)
* quiet-down (11,M,46,Y,English)
* bamp: an African-American vamp, similar to a banjee girl (25,F,37,N,English)
* an innocent bystander who is witness to an unusually disturbing event which then transforms them.
(32,F,29,Y,Persian)
* b is connected with mildness, but m+p adds smth like an explosion (61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* a small basket for storing knitting supplies (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a virgin goth; to injure through dancing (78,,,,English)
* a very young, overtly sexy girl (a baby vamp!) (96,F,29,N,English)
Ramp/Increase:
* a ramp plus one step (18,M,51,N,English)
* onomatopoeic? like the sound of "BAKH" to plop / a rather flat ramp (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a building-access structure for hand-wheeled baby carriers (80,F,54,N,English)
* verb: to increase the deeper frequencies in a sound system track (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* v, tweek an amplifier. (97,M,26,N,English)
Misc:
* a branch resembling a bamboo shoot in China (5,,,,English)
* a kind of diaper (7,F,10,Y,English)
* monitor sound, as a heartbeat, or computer "beep" (8,,,,English)
* to pamper (9,,,,English)
* a shellfish (15,F,37,Y/N,English)
* n. the back side of a desk (30,F,22,N,English)
* there (42,,,,English)
* cavorting (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* large fish of the kind that glows in the dark (50,M,15,N,English)
* something that grows (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* a dance step used in many Latin dances. Also, verb meaning to follow well.(62,F,50,N,English)
* m= morality (69,M,51,Y,English)
* a TV part. (84,F,22,N,English)
* to decorate with a lot of colors. It is a style. (86,F,40,N,English)
* suggests a blend of "damp" and "vamp" (?and "bambino","bambi") (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* v, to ridicule (89,M,57,N,English)
* a modern dance (93,F,52,N,English)
* to close (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a type of biscuit or scone. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* could be a "brutal vamp"; in Standard Dutch,this morpheme is also non-existing; on the contrary,the first existing
ones that come to my mind are: ramp"disaster", damp" steam, vapour" (nouns!), stamp" stamp(ing), kick", lamp"
idem"(!), kramp" cramp", tamp" rope end"> "prick/dick", kamp1. (neutrum)" camp"2. (masculine)" combat/match"
(73,M,51,N/Y, (East)Flemish variant of Dutch)

bipple
Ripples:
* n: an imperfection in molded plastic (107,F,46,N,English)
* (sounds like pimple, nipple, dimple, dapple.) Something bumpy all over, like the peel of an orange.
(109,M,36,Y,English)
* to cause a ripple to move across water (113,F,24,N,English)
Baby
* the sound of a baby's burp (108,,,,English)
* noun- something that has a noisemaker within it, like a party favor or a baby's rattle (110,F,29,N,English)
* a baby talk word, maybe for a pacifier (116,F,15,N,English)
Misc:
* a little bit of something (101,M,48,N,English)
* a correction made on a written mistake (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* eructation (106,M,47,N,English)
* v, repeat an action/speech (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

boag
Container:
* a large cloth covering (1,,,,English)
* the bottom of a boat (2,,,,English)
* a container used by fishermen to carry bait (3,,,,English)
* to sled down in a large, round sled (10,F,38,Y,English)
* this is an Australian word for the john, toilet or can (18,M,51,N,English)
* a wide cart or wagon (35,M,45,N,English)
* a clothing (118,F,19,N,English)
* a fashionable item used to store necessities (113,F,24,N,English)
Boat/Sail/Float:
* the bottom of a boat (2,,,,English)
* a container used by fishermen to carry bait (3,,,,English)
* to sail (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a large bag, like a duffle bag with pull strings for storing sails (8,,,,English)
* to sled down in a large, round sled (10,F,38,Y,English)
* amphibious creature (41,,,,English)
Bog:
* a type of bog (6,,,,English)
* huge moat (9,,,,English)
* a Scottish bog (37,M,53,N,English)
* something akin to a HOG a BOG (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a bright bog (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a mythical monster said to inhabit swamps, and kidnap small children.(75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* horrific monster that lives on the moors (79,,,,English)
* mud (95,M,28,N,English)
* a swamp-dwelling mammal with big tusks and spiny hair (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* noun- a body of water (110,F,29,N,English)
Uncontrolled:
* to laugh uncontrollably (4,,,,English)
* having a cthonic aspect; earthy and primordial (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a liar (12,F,29,N,English)
* a very evident fail or error (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* The burp of an infant, up to 6 months of age. (32,F,29,Y,Persian)
* v. to almost throw up / vomit (48,M,25,N,English)
* unnecessary for sensible people (60,M,49,Y/N,English)

* an overloaded sandwich (71,M,25,N,English)
Monster/Big Animals:
* a hag (50,M,15,N,English)
* a mythical monster said to inhabit swamps, and kidnap small children.(75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* horrific monster that lives on the moors (79,,,,English)
* monster. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a swamp-dwelling mammal with big tusks and spiny hair (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* a kind of beast of burden, also the sound it makes (101,M,48,N,English)
* species of wild rams (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* n, animal big or ugly (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Misc:
* a color of deep red in bricks, a dye (5,,,,English)
* a fruit. passion fruit. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to be stuck and unable to move (20,F,27,N,English)
* strong (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to dominate the conversation (62,F,50,N,English)
* to groan(about an animal) (63,M,38,N,Russian,English)
* any instrument that involves banging (66,F,11,N,English)
* pig (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a small white furry amphibian (72,F,23,N,English)
* n. malevolent speech. "His dark boag frightened our entire party."(119,M,40,N,English)
* to plaster (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a bluff. (97,M,26,N,English)
* detrimental (106,M,47,N,English)
* (bog, fog.) Heavy humid air (109,M,36,Y,English)

cand
Container:
* to put something in something (2,,,,English)
* a thing that has been canned (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to seal, make airtight (8,,,,English)
* to box up and put away (14, M,31,N,English)
* a cylindrical or spherical shape. (20,F,27,N,English)
* n. the paper around a clothes hanger (30,F,22,N,English)
* to put something in a can (36,F,26,N,English)
* long hollow tube (41,,,,English)
* a rind; 1st thought of candy (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* a form-fitting glove meant for wearing when eating finger-foods (80,F,54,N,English)
* v, short form of canned (83,M,43,N,English)
* a storage vessel (93,F,52,N,English)
Open/Honest:
* open, offer, illuminate (11,M,46,Y,English)
* v. to be clear, open, explicit (27,M,61,N,English)
* candor, not holding back (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* chutzpah for Goyim. (45,M,29,N,English)
* adj. uprightness, character, trustworthiness, dedicated to principle.(51,M,27,N,English)
* frank (58,F,19,Y,English)
* to speak honestly (62,F,50,N,English)
* short for candor; would not last for pronounceability reasons (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* nickname for candid (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* entertaining (92,M,23,N,English)
Bright:
* bright and fruity (10,F,38,Y,English)
* clear, white (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* candle, object used of illumination composed of tallow and a wick (22,F,,N,English)
* n. whiteness, clarity (27,M,61,N,English)
* a white wax (40,M,20,N,English)
Candy:
* a rind; 1st thought of candy (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* candy with no sugar (71,M,25,N,English)
* new slang. candy. "give me some cand." (77,M,40,N,English)
* sugar-sweet; a man who is able to get by with little effort:capability(79,,,,English)
* to sweeten, often used metaphorically as a synonym for currying favor.e.g.You need to cand the cookie mixture a
little more.If I can cand my Mum with these cookies she will probably allow me an extra half-hour of TV
tonight.(100,M,67,N,English)
Oil:
* an oil used in massage, spas (5,,,,English)
* a white wax (40,M,20,N,English)
* a pungent lotion that makes the skin feel pleasantly tingly (72,F,23,N,English)
Fruit/Veggies/Food:
* a tropical fruit (3,,,,English)
* a word for chopped carrots (4,,,,English)
* something to eat (118,F,19,N,English)
Misc:
* someone who is conceited (1,,,,English)
* ugly (9,,,,English)
* to evict (12,F,29,N,English)

* ignore (95,M,28,N,English)
* an unknown letter. (97,M,26,N,English)
* c in Anglo-saxon was connected with union, collections,gatherings, but as for cand - n in this case somehow stops the
air flow(61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* to be protective of something or someone. (86,F,40,N,English)
* v. to pivot in circles, but fixed in one spot (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* medium-sized (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a rather small thing/device (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* sugar-sweet; a man who is able to get by with little effort:capability (79,,,,English)
* adj, gentle (89,M,57,N,English)
* to sweeten, often used metaphorically as a synonym for currying favor.e.g.You need to cand the cookie mixture a
little more.If I can cand my Mum with these cookies she will probably allow me an extra half-hour of TV
tonight.(100,M,67,N,English)
* to offer someone a hand (6,,,,English)
* the arm or extension of an object or piece of equipment (15,F,37,Y/N,English)
* truth (17,M,27,Y,English)
* an artificial structure, usually of stone, which is narrower at the base than at the top, adj. - attached irrevocably or
nearly so (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* a baby Wookie (38,M,59,Y,English)
* part of some Turkic word as in "Samarkand" / (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* wish for power, as in king, conquer, control, command (69,M,51,Y,English)
* having pustulent bumps (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* candle? can? hand? (84,F,22,N,English)
* a reed instrument (94,M,56,Y,English)
* nothing of the sort; band(-en) (pl. of band(with final devoicing!+ '-a- in a closed syllable is a back open vowel),
rand1"South African coin"2."edge/border/frame/rim"3."marginal blight/spot", zand"sand",tand"tooth", hand
"hand", mand "basket", stand 1."posture/position/state" 2."estate/class/rank"3."stand" 4."reading(of the
barometer)/exchange rate",land"land",pand1."premises" 2."pawn/pledge"
3."section/reach",wand"walk/bulkhead"(73,M,51,N/Y,(East-)Flemish variant of Dutch)

cass
Condescending/Uncaring:
* uncaring (2,,,,English)
* to put someone down (3,,,,English)
* to respond with an attitude (4,,,,English)
* a mean person (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a dude (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to set something out or aside (19,F,,N,English)
* to throw something away (36,F,26,N,English)
* v. to boast excessively and talk about one's self excessively (51,M,27,N,English)
* (verb) to steal the blankets away from the other persons feet when sharing a bed (72,F,23,N,English)
* rude(ness) Probably due to "sass", but in a more personal, stabbing manner. (92,M,23,N,English)
* an insulting person (93,F,52,N,English)
* (sounds like sass, cuss.) v. - to question someone's judgement, to be overcritical(109,M,36,Y,English)
* disparaging comment (113,F,24,N,English)
Covering/Container:
* a special paintbrush used by oil painters (5,,,,English)
* a container (6,,,,English)
* a female undergarment ,,,,English)
* container (9,,,,English)
* a box (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a piece of clothing (12,F,29,N,English)
* to contain, hold or store (20,F,27,N,English)
* n. - a fragile, hollow object (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* something closed, cassette, casket, Russian "kassa" (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* (verb) to steal the blankets away from the other persons feet when sharing a bed (72,F,23,N,English)
* a blank tape (71,M,25,N,English)
* a coating of slime found on people after hunting for jethom (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* n. excess baggage, esp. on a plane. (77,M,40,N,English)
* this is a new type of motor vehicle. it is not a car and it is not a motorbike or a truck. it is a new computerized type
vehicle called a cass (86,F,40,N,English)
* box for money paid in breaking the "no swear-words today" rule(90,F,23,N,Australian)
* a small box used to store old valuable objects (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* field stone used for street paving (106,M,47,N,English)
* adjective- to be closed (110,F,29,N,English)
Crude/Destructive:
* to throw something away (36,F,26,N,English)
* to expectorate violently (38,M,59,Y,English)
* crude (41,,,,English)
* if this is supposed to sound like "kas" =0 destroy something(59,M,66,N,Russian)
* the part of a threshing machine that moves the grain toward the sickle(62,F,50,N,English)
* sings well, to inter in a burial device; tool for doing so (79,,,,English)
* a dirty little street in Detroit MI where there are lots of hookers and drug dealers and thieves in general.
(81,M,25,N,English)
* v, to throw away (83,M,43,N,English)
* choked on a ham-on-rye, some say (85,M,33,Y,English)
* box for money paid in breaking the "no swear-words today" rule(90,F,23,N,Australian)
* to bite (94,M,56,Y,English)
Misc:
* a type of building material (1,,,,English)
* piece of furniture like a lamp table. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* n. a point; a locus; a site (27,M,61,N,English)
* n. tree sap, or v. to remove tree sap for making syrup or whatever (40,M,20,N,English)
* cassagrain, type of telescope (44,M,79,N/Y,English)

* a little hill (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* just part of what we do (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* casual (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* clay material (118,F,19,N,English)
* a mid-sized grass covered valley between two knolls (80,F,54,N,English)
* to be cool . . . as in, she's got cass. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a gear found in Swedish clocks. (97,M,26,N,English)
* attempt to seduce (95,M,28,N,English)
* proper name for a female; to fish (101,M,48,N,English)
* sediment in beer, root beer, ginger beer, kvass (103,F,32,N,English)
* n: a warm, earthy woman of middle years and ample proportions (107,F,46,N,English)
* to take a picture (108,,,,English)
* v, furnished with excellency, wealth, prestige (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

corm
Seed/Grain:
* a special worm found in corn, alternately, wormy or worm-eaten corn or a special worm found in corn, alternately,
wormy or worm-eaten corn or corn which tastes wormy (103,F,32,N,English)
* n: a kind of seed (I think this might be a real word.) (107,F,46,N,English)
* (Sounds like core and corn.) It's a hard interior with a surrounding shell.Am I relying too much on my previous
knowledge of English, or is this natural?(109,M,36,Y,English)
* proper name, usually for a male; to work and sweat robustly(101,M,48,N,English)
* an official who did police work in medieval castles (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* uncomfortable toe (106,M,47,N,English)
* a homemade hammock (108,,,,English)
* verb-to pull on something in a repetitive way (110,F,29,N,English)
* a type of armour which fits upon the arm. (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* verb, to give (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* hybrid vegetable (113,F,24,N,English)
* a tidbit of something that's hard at one end and soft at the other. (114,M,36,Y/N,English)

culk
Shell/Cover/Cohesive:
* a kind of shell (2,,,,English)
* an ingredient used in making glue (3,,,,English)
* rotted timber on a ship, to be replaced (11,M,46,Y,English)
* the neck of a bottle or jug (20,F,27,N,English)
* n. a kind of shellfish (48,M,25,N,English)
* sticky resin (50,M,15,N,English)
* something akin to "caulk" (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* extra fat on meat (66,F,11,N,English)
* a large box or chest (usu. antique) with a latch (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* top of a fruit (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* (verb) to scrape off the sand that has stuck to your feet after walking on the beach with wet feet (72,F,23,N,English)
* a hard sore in the mouth. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* small boat made from corn husks and goat hides. (76,F,55,N,English)
* a jail cell (94,M,56,Y,English)
* chunk or solidify together (95,M,28,N,English)
* to stop up a crack (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* the shell of a nut (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* a rocky layer (109,M,36,Y,English)
* to seal up (110,F,29,N,English)
Old/Fragile:
* a type of sickness (1,,,,English)
* an old flag used in battle to surrender (5,,,,English)
* rotted timber on a ship, to be replaced (11,M,46,Y,English)
* fragile (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* stop gap measure, not made to last (62,F,50,N,English)
* rotten cheese. (97,M,26,N,English)
Catch Unawares:
* to pounce (4,,,,English)
* to apprehend (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to fool someone (41,,,,English)
Large:
* a large person (6,,,,English)
* steer-like animal (9,,,,English)
* extra fat on meat (66,F,11,N,English)
* a large box or chest (usu. antique) with a latch (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
Solitary/Separation:
* to stand slightly away from a conversation between others, and occasionally attempt, but fail to join in by
swallowing one's first syllable. (37,M,53,N,English)
* solitary male squirrel. esp in hunting season. (77,M,40,N,English)
* hide (92,M,23,N,English)
* to extract, to remove an embedded object (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* a division between two family members (113,F,24,N,English)
Misc:
* to burp (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a type of bird (8,,,,English)
* a picture (12,F,29,N,English)
* to insult someone (17,M,27,Y,English)
* the inner filler stuff (35,M,45,N,English)
* to drag haltingly (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* a skill few really master, though most should (60,M,49,Y/N,English)

* gravel, small pieces of something (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* to have sex with a Culkin (71,M,25,N,English)
* a writing instrument (118,F,19,N,English)
* drawings made with whatever's handy (79,,,,English)
* combine (106,M,47,N,English)
* v, use a pointed tool (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

desp
Downwardness (literal or metaphorical):
* a deep hole (2,,,,English)
* an emotion (loneliness) (3,,,,English)
* worrisome, contrary (11,M,46,Y,English)
* dark and forbidding (12,F,29,N,English)
* without something (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* the space under a drawer. (18,M,51,N,English)
* vi. - to speak as though one considers the subject unimportant (26, M,23, N/Y,English)
* the last or remnant of an entity, v. to fail; to run out of (27, M, 61,N,English)
* adj. imminent need (30,F,22,N,English)
* classroom desk that has one leg shorter than the other three and and constantly wobbles every time you try to write on
it. (34,M,32,N,English)
* a kind or lisp (36,F,26,N,English)
* a young desperado wanna be (37,M,53,N,English)
* adj. Sad. (40,M,20,N,English)
* desperate one (41,,,,English)
* not (42,,,,English)
* despoil, breakup (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* pathetic (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* (mentally) stressed out (49,,,N,English)
* "down, blue" (makes me think of "despondent, desperate"."You're looking very desp today, is anything wrong?"
(53,F,41,N,English)Dutch and English
* sudden irregularity in the ocean floor sometimes descending several thousand fathoms.
* it sounds desperate, (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* short for 'desperate'; hard to pronounce so it would probably not last(67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* desperate, despondent (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
Negative, Concerning a Person:
* an outlaw (6,,,,English)
* a person who stumbles (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a slovenly man (9,,,,English)
* to discount someone (38,M,59,Y,English)
*a once despicable and despotic but now old and impotent ruler. (45,M,29,N,English)
* hate (58,F,19,Y,English)
* like the root of "despot" - a negative person / a glitch (59,M,66,N,Russian)
Dust:
* a kind of dusty pollen formed on plant leaves (5,,,,English)
* pencil shavings (10,F,38,Y,English)
Sound:
* a measure for sound (1,,,,English)
* a degree of measurement, a very slight difference (8,,,,English)
Misc:
* to hit or slap hard (4,,,,English)
* a flat cracker like food. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* tightness, to lift off something, to make abstract and subtle. (20, F,27, N,English)
* disperse, to scatter or go away from (22, F, , N,English)
* from (23, F, 30, N,UK English)
* a rank of nobility (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* to wrap; 1st thought of desperate (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* defines a quality say, elegance (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* d is connected with two polarities - yin and yang I'm not sure about spelling - female and male, e.g. in Anglo-saxon
da - female, wife but still dom - judgement, do - to do, domere - a judge (61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* n. a dark colored wasp-like insect (65,M,34,Y/N,English)

dom
Cover/Enclosure/Building:
* a kind of hat (4,,,,English)
* the cornerstone of a stone brick or wall (8,,,,English)
* a hut (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a roof over a doghouse (12,F,29,N,English)
* domicile, place of dwelling (22, F, , N,English)
* stand over (28,,,,English)
* home (41,,,,English)
* to remove some kind of impurity, or perhaps an outer covering of some sort (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* an expensive house (66,F,11,N,English)
* a building primarily consisting of a dome, usu. a place of worship (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a place to meditate (118,F,19,N,English)
a knitted skullcap (80,F,54,N,English)
Ceremonial/Authority:
* a Western Indian drumbeat used during ceremonies (5,,,,English)
* throne (11,M,46,Y,English)
* v. to exercise authority; to pass judgement upon (27,M,61,N,English)
* a respectful way of greeting an elderly male in a community. (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* a word used before saying a ladies name, like Ms. (36,F,26,N,English)
* Dominican, religious order (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* lord or boss (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* (interference from dominate and the title dom/don) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* a ceremonial leader (71,M,25,N,English)
* a place to meditate (118,F,19,N,English)
* a knitted skullcap (80,F,54,N,English)
Ornament:
* decorate (2,,,,English)
* a kind of hat (4,,,,English)
* a knitted skullcap (80,F,54,N,English)
Circular:
* circle (9,,,,English)
* dom: n. - a cylindrical cushion (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* a knitted skullcap (80,F,54,N,English)
Sexual:
* a male lover (6,,,,English)
* a sexual "top" (25, F, 37, N,English)
Misc:
* a weather term (1,,,,English)
* to destroy something (3,,,,English)
* a dumb person (7,F,10,Y,English)
* deathly paleness (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to count, numbers or units of measurement. (20,F,27,N,English)
* a word to describe vastness (33,M,26,N,English)
* to grab a corner in Othello (Reverso) (38,M,59,Y,English)
* exactly judge, in history - smth done, foundation, law (61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* the first ray of sun over the horizon at sunrise (62,F,50,N,English)
* heavy sound (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
__________
dom: A Dutch word meaning either "stupid" or"cathedral". (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch and English
a house / structure in Russian (59,M,66,N,Russian); (63,M,38,N,Russian)

* (this is a real English word I believe it is a shortening of "dominant") (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* this is real English slang meaning "dominant" in the underworld of sadomasochism. one is either a "dom" or "sub."
(77,M,40,N,English)
* slang for dominatrix (really) (79,,,,English)

drulk
Weary/Unpleasant/Sad:
* very tired (1,,,,English)
* to drag (2,,,,English)
* chemical waste (5,,,,English)
* a person who drools (6,,,,English)
* a homeless person (8,,,,English)
* to be sad (9,,,,English)
* to sink slowly into watery mud (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a corpse (12,F,29,N,English)
* sounds nasty (18,M,51,N,English)
* adj. plodding, slow witted (27,M,61,N,English)
* sulk (40,M,20,N,English)
* stupid person (41,,,,English)
* to go out with friends in an orgy of violence (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* an ogre (50,M,15,N,English)
* to be depressed (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* a bad humored pout (62,F,50,N,English)
* to hunch over wearing a cape and look ominous or weird (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a person who has lacked water (66,F,11,N,English)
* noun: grime under fingernails (70,,,,English) ?
* a sulky drunk (71,M,25,N,English)
* n. clump of debris collecting on a bathtub drain after a shower. (77,M,40,N,English)
* to lurk in shadows when inebriated, also the noun for the act of lurking in shadows when inebriated or sinking into
a dark mood when inebriated (80,F,54,N,English)
* a morose drunk. (84,F,22,N,English)
* low quality (92,M,23,N,English)
* impoverish (94,M,56,Y,English)
* cry (95,M,28,N,English)
* an oaf. (97,M,26,N,English)
* a drunken walk (101,M,48,N,English)
* n: the stuff that you fish out of a clogged drain (107,F,46,N,English)
* working when tired (109,M,36,Y,English)
* verb- to be unhappy (110,F,29,N,English)
* v, drink/eat till aching (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* to become depressed and mope (113,F,24,N,English)
Drinking/Intoxicated:
* a kind of beverage (36,F,26,N,English)
* drinking related (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a sulky drunk (71,M,25,N,English)
* drunk (118,F,19,N,English)
* the state of being high on steroids (drunk+hulk) (79,,,,English)
* to lurk in shadows when inebriated, also the noun for the act of lurking in shadows when inebriated or sinking into
a dark mood when inebriated (80,F,54,N,English)
* a morose drunk. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a drunken walk (101,M,48,N,English)
* an alcoholic beverage (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* measurement of wine (106,M,47,N,English)
* to drink a thick liquid (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* v, drink/eat till aching (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Hindered Motion:
* the feeling one gets when swallowing air with liquid (4,,,,English)
* to walk and not be able to see (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to sink slowly into watery mud (10,F,38,Y,English)
* in hand-to-hand combat, a tactical swipe at the back of the opponent's knees (11,M,46,Y,English)

* n. - something large and heavy that must be dragged back into the water(26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* adj. plodding, slow witted (27,M,61,N,English)
* a drunken walk (101,M,48,N,English)
* working when tired (109,M,36,Y,English)
Large
* describing part of a large ship - maybe the hull (23, F, 30, N,UK English)
* drulk: a big, hulking blue-collar worker (25, F, 37, N,English)
* n. - something large and heavy that must be dragged back into the water(26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* to go out with friends in an orgy of violence (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
Containers:
* a kind of container (3,,,,English)
* a container, used to store liquid (20,F,27,N,English)
* dried tree bark (63,M,38,N,Russian)
Misc:
* a dance that goes to a quick rhythm. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* corn (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a dwarf (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* everyday action (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to draw a crooked line, or the line so drawn. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)

flug
Flying/Floating:
* a flying large insect (8,,,,English)
* toss (9,,,,English)
* a large, clumsy, flying object (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a ball of congealed material that, when thrown at a hard surface, bursts into fine particles. (e.g. a snowball)
(11,M,46,Y,English)
* v. to drop dispel in large globs (27,M,61,N,English)
* diving into shallow water (37,M,53,N,English)
* the film that sometimes develops on top of stagnant water (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to beat a flag (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* fly flying (68,F,38,N,English) (Spanish)
* to punish by flinging rotten fruit at a pilloried individual. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to fly (101,M,48,N,English)
* to sneeze, sprinkling the surrounding area (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* wing beat (106,M,47,N,English)
* (fly in German? flying bug, a fast slug.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
Mistaken/Clumsy:
* a mistake (1,,,,English)
* a symptom of the flu (6,,,,English)
* an accent (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a large, clumsy, flying object (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to get drunk (41,,,,English)
* a defect of something (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a very flat and slow creature (66,F,11,N,English)
* noun: worn-out, dirty sneaker with frayed holes (70,,,,English) ?
* to carry a slippery thing (71,M,25,N,English)
* to punish by flinging rotten fruit at a pilloried individual. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* tedium represented as authority (79,,,,English)
* barbarian. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a participle of "flag" in the sense of "deplete" (92,M,23,N,English)
* to send in an answer form like this which is incomplete because THERE JUST AREN'T ENOUGH HOURS IN
THE DAY TO SPEND ON STUFF LIKE THIS NO MATTER HOW INTERESTING!
(100,M,67,N,English)
* to sneeze, sprinkling the surrounding area (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* noun- something that is considered waste, the unused portion of something else (110,F,29,N,English)
Strike/Hit/Break Up:
* to hit (2,,,,English)
* the substance in the stomach which breaks down food (an acid from the stomach) (5,,,,English)
* a ball of congealed material that, when thrown at a hard surface, bursts into fine particles. (e.g. a snowball)
(11,M,46,Y,English)
* to push someone (12,F,29,N,English)
* diving into shallow water (37,M,53,N,English)
* to beat a flag (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* to punish by flinging rotten fruit at a pilloried individual. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* past tense of flig, to switch on and off lightly and quickly (80,F,54,N,English)
* to beat another person slowly (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* v, to hit on the face (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* to beat unmercifully (113,F,24,N,English)
Drink:
* thirsty. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to get drunk (41,,,,English)
* a mug of grog (50,M,15,N,English)

Misc:
* a fancy pillow (3,,,,English)
* a small monkey-like animal (4,,,,English)
* a wet rag or cloth (20,F,27,N,English)
* a quantity (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to cheat at dice (62,F,50,N,English)
* a block through the passage (118,F,19,N,English)
* bits of lint that collects between the toes in winter. (76,F,55,N,English)
* a sheath for a knife (94,M,56,Y,English)
* use love manipulatively (95,M,28,N,English)
* a heavy weight used to counteract pulleys. (97,M,26,N,English)
* this is German for "flight" (77,M,40,N,English)

forp
Repeated Precise Turn:
* to stumble (2,,,,English)
* a garden tool (3,,,,English)
* surgery performed on a hand (4,,,,English)
* to fondle (6,,,,English)
* to flip over repeatedly (8,,,,English)
* an unsuccessful gymnastics vault (10,F,38,Y,English)
* short forceps, for delicate work (11,M,46,Y,English)
* old/middle Eng. for to eat by spearing w/a fork, typical behavior of young boys (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* perfunctory sex, usually ending with a premature ejaculation. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a fold or pleat (94,M,56,Y,English)
Hit/Collide/Touch:
* to fondle (6,,,,English)
* an unsuccessful gymnastics vault (10,F,38,Y,English)
* thunder (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to slap a bandage or sheet on something (35,M,45,N,English)
* to hit, punch (36,F,26,N,English)
* old/middle Eng. for to eat by spearing w/a fork, typical behavior of young boys (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* v, short form of foreplay (83,M,43,N,English)
Junk, Burp:
* leftovers from a meal (1,,,,English)
* to stumble (2,,,,English)
* a junkyard of cars (5,,,,English)
* carmelized tar from the caves (41,,,,English)
* to fart wetly in an elevator (71,M,25,N,English)
* to release air from the body unintentionally in a way that is heard by others (80,F,54,N,English)
Error:
* to stumble (2,,,,English)
* to fall over (9,,,,English)
* an unsuccessful gymnastics vault (10,F,38,Y,English)
* perfunctory sex, usually ending with a premature ejaculation. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* mistake (92,M,23,N,English)
* to swerve out of the way of a bird while driving (95,M,28,N,English)
* bungle (106,M,47,N,English)
* to throw something but fall short of the target (109,M,36,Y,English)
Give/Throw:
* to fart wetly in an elevator (71,M,25,N,English)
* to release air from the body unintentionally in a way that is heard by others (80,F,54,N,English)
* to throw something but fall short of the target (109,M,36,Y,English)
* to give over a possession of great personal value (113,F,24,N,English)
Disappear:
* vi. (often used with 'into') - to vanish into a singularity (black hole,etc.), or into a tunnel with great speed (26, M, 23,
N/Y,English)
* to put out a fire (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to skip doing a task (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
Misc:
* a tarp (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a person or fortification (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* necessary activity/action (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to get meaning where others find none (62,F,50,N,English)

* small pointy tool (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* food (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* adj. well-constructed. "A forp house." (77,M,40,N,English)
* to stay cool (118,F,19,N,English)
* a blunt fork, esp. as used in prisons (79,,,,English)
* true to nature. (84,F,22,N,English)
* an object which has no mass. (97,M,26,N,English)
* verb- to tell a lie (110,F,29,N,English)
* v, to stop, hinder (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

fum
Goo/Scum/Film/Smoke:
* a type of scum or film on top of a liquid (1,,,,English)
* a gooey substance modelers use to soften skin (5,,,,English)
* foaming fungus growing in or near water (8,,,,English)
* v. to dissipate or evaporate, n. vaporous gas or exhalation (27, M, 61,N,English)
* a scent (36,F,26,N,English)
* residual smoke from a fire that is extinguished (62,F,50,N,English)
* scum (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to suck a wart (71,M,25,N,English)
* bits of straw blown by the wind after it has been harvested. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* fumigate (118,F,19,N,English)
* a mix of foam and scum, I'm afraid. no other ideas. (92,M,23,N,English)
* goo on my shoe (95,M,28,N,English)
* the mud near a lake or a river (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* v, to make light sound, spread light odour (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Error/ Confusion/ Mess:
* to be bothered by something (6,,,,English)
* to mess up or make a mistake (20,F,27,N,English)
* a spell (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a person, negative or a mistaken action (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a forgetful person (66,F,11,N,English)
* adj. easily deceived. "He's so fum, he'd believe Clinton had scruples.(77,M,40,N,English)
* a mistake. (97,M,26,N,English)
Soft:
* big round fruit (9,,,,English)
* a stuffed animal with a fluffy exterior and a soft center (10,F,38,Y,English)
* very fine tinder (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a big yummy loaf of freshly baked bread (72,F,23,N,English)
* v, to make light sound, spread light odour (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Fee, fie, foe:
* giant's word for 'at my thumb' (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* like fi fie and foe, an expletive (79,,,,English)
* the end of fee, fie, foe, fum (83,M,43,N,English)
* the final fourth of what Jack's Giant said. (84,F,22,N,English)
* (fee fi foe fum. sounds like fumble, or being all thumbs.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
Easy/Pleasant:
* easy (41,,,,English)
* a big yummy loaf of freshly baked bread (72,F,23,N,English)
* adjective- good or pleasant (110,F,29,N,English)
* easy going and kind (113,F,24,N,English)
Hold Together:
* to hold things together (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to file away (17,M,27,Y,English)
Misc:
* to think (2,,,,English)
* an Indian ornament (3,,,,English)
* a knife for cutting lettuce (4,,,,English)
* the sixth digit on the hand (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* always in sight (noun) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* the belly (94,M,56,Y,English)
* incite (106,M,47,N,English)

glon
Light:
* a type of bright light (1,,,,English)
* to shine (2,,,,English)
* to shine (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a sheen (10,F,38,Y,English)
* light (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to look at something shiny or reflective (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* literary word for a kind of light (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to shine in the distance (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a harsh glare. (97,M,26,N,English)
* the moment just before the sun sets on a partly-cloudy evening in the spring. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* to have a shiny quality (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
Pretty/ Cheerful:
* to decorate (9,,,,English)
* a pretty person (12,F,29,N,English)
* to feel happy, proud and joyous (20,F,27,N,English)
* a person that spreads cheer (66,F,11,N,English)
* an inexpensive stone made to resemble a diamond. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* fake beauty (84,F,22,N,English)
* happiness (106,M,47,N,English)
* something new or fresh, like things are in spring. "The leaves were glon and bright." (109,M,36,Y,English)
Hang Around/Keep/Adhere:
* to lie around doing nothing (8,,,,English)
* to tag-along with a group of people (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to keep something beyond its usefulness (62,F,50,N,English)
* gluttony (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to take, to understand (95,M,28,N,English)
* to stick to (108,,,,English)
* to become overly attached to a place (113,F,24,N,English)
Learn:
* to learn something from something (36,F,26,N,English)
* verb- to understand (110,F,29,N,English)
Scotland/Scandinavia:
* a Scotch drink (6,,,,English)
* to miss Scotland (71,M,25,N,English)
* a still cold lake in the middle of a haunted Scandinavian forest (72,F,23,N,English)
* n. Type of Scandinavian garden deity. (77,M,40,N,English)
Misc:
* a small rodent-like animal (3,,,,English)
* to run past the finish line (4,,,,English)
* an electronic mess up in a computer lab (5,,,,English)
* something which acts as a mast or a hard drive (41,,,,English)
* a dark gloomy land (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* past participle of "glaw", meaning "to trick a person into agreeing to a contract" (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* a chief (50,M,15,N,English)
* a particle in some physics (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a plant (118,F,19,N,English)
* recently left the premises (79,,,,English)
* a buttock (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a shield (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* v, to wish, want, desire (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

gooble
Weird/Unattractive/Messy:
* a silly walk (1,,,,English)
* a space creature (4,,,,English)
* the sticky substance that forms on the outside of the eye (5,,,,English)
* confused (6,,,,English)
* flattened gum on the street (8,,,,English)
* a messy meal, like stew or porridge (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to make silly noises (12,F,29,N,English)
* pouring beer too fast creating too much foam (18,M,51,N,English)
* bubbles that form between a baby's lips as they babble after breast feeding.(37,M,53,N,English)
* to mess up (41,,,,English)
* to slurp (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* the act of eating noodles with a spoon (71,M,25,N,English)
* a foolish person. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* v.i. to suck up one's drool with a slurping sound. "She starts each day waking with a hearty gooble."
(77,M,40,N,English)
* to eat peanuts selfishly in a hurried manner (80,F,54,N,English)
* a total idiot. (84,F,22,N,English)
* very similar in meaning to gobble, perhaps in a messier way (92,M,23,N,English)
* to make a mistake (95,M,28,N,English)
Quantity:
* a measurement for food (3,,,,English)
* to make up large numbers out of thin air in the course of a debate (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* a blob of something (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* round, multiple (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* to eat more than what you should (118,F,19,N,English)
* spending a google of pennies (79,,,,English)
* to eat peanuts selfishly in a hurried manner (80,F,54,N,English)
* adj, a term for a bunch (83,M,43,N,English)
* a very high number. (97,M,26,N,English)
Eat/Drool:
* to eat fast (2,,,,English)
* a measurement for food (3,,,,English)
* to drool (9,,,,English)
* drool (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a messy meal, like stew or porridge (11,M,46,Y,English)
* bubbles that form between a baby's lips as they babble after breast feeding.(37,M,53,N,English)
* ingest (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* the act of eating noodles with a spoon (71,M,25,N,English)
* v.i. to suck up one's drool with a slurping sound. "She starts each day waking with a hearty gooble."
(77,M,40,N,English)
* to eat more than what you should (118,F,19,N,English)
* to eat peanuts selfishly in a hurried manner (80,F,54,N,English)
* very similar in meaning to gobble, perhaps in a messier way (92,M,23,N,English)
Animals:
* the chicks in a penguin rookery (62,F,50,N,English)
* a chubby fish (66,F,11,N,English)
* turkey of course (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
Misc:
* a sound (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to plan ahead. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* a straw hat (94,M,56,Y,English)

gurfus
Clumsy/Incoherent/Stupid:
* a goof, doofus, dork, etc. (101,M,48,N,English)
* a quack scientist (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* (a girly dufus) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* adjective- silly or dumb (110,F,29,N,English)
* a cacophony (116,F,15,N,English)
Loud/Angry
* anger, rage and its physical demonstration (106,M,47,N,English)
* a dirty and loud water dwelling creature (113,F,24,N,English)
Misc:
* n, a kind of shrub (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

gusp
Mouth/Nose:
* to gulp (2,,,,English)
* aromatic belch (11,M,46,Y,English)
* the left nostril (12,F,29,N,English)
* first breath after flugging (37,M,53,N,English)
* swallowing (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to talk quickly (50,M,15,N,English)
* a choking sound (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* the saliva gland under your tongue (62,F,50,N,English)
* to drink hungrily (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* to gasp and gulp simultaneously (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* sound made when slurping foam from frothy beer. (76,F,55,N,English)
* to catch breath (118,F,19,N,English)
* a sound between a gasp and a burp-both occurring simultaneously (79,,,,English)
* to take a breath in a windy manner (80,F,54,N,English)
* to breathe in suddenly. (84,F,22,N,English)
Dust/Mist/Wind:
* a snowstorm (4,,,,English)
* a word in India meaning 'cloud' (5,,,,English)
* a swoop of dust (7,F,10,Y,English)
* blast of wind (20,F,27,N,English)
* first breath after flugging (37,M,53,N,English)
* any kind of wind that can cause serious damage (66,F,11,N,English)
* air (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a dirty collar (71,M,25,N,English)
* sound made when slurping foam from frothy beer. (76,F,55,N,English)
* to take a breath in a windy manner (80,F,54,N,English)
* n, a gust of wind that didn't make it to you, a sailing term (83,M,43,N,English)
* to breathe in suddenly. (84,F,22,N,English)
* caky lime residue on faucets and tile (95,M,28,N,English)
* veil of sand or dust that blows off the desert and out over the ocean.(99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Fish:
* a large fish (1,,,,English)
* a small fish (8,,,,English)
* small fish (9,,,,English)
* the first amphibians to emerge from the water (10,F,38,Y,English)
* an onomatopoeia for the sound a fish makes. (17,M,27,Y,English)
Misc:
* a kitchen utensil (3,,,,English)
* a German or Scandinavian sounding word (6,,,,English)
* type of ice-cream and cookie snack (41,,,,English)
* to be bewildered by the sheer simplicity of a device (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* part of every shoople (noun) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to speak softly at a party. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* n. paunch on a feline belly. "The panther's gusp waved back and forth as he haughtily padded." (77,M,40,N,English)
* secretive (92,M,23,N,English)
* an awl (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a french tart. (97,M,26,N,English)

guzzy
Rough/Dirty/Awkward:
* how you feel after drinking a carbonated beverage too quickly (107,F,46,N,English)
* a rough appearance (109,M,36,Y,English)
* adjective- dirty or grimy (110,F,29,N,English)
* adj, awkward, weird (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Bubbles:
* how you feel after drinking a carbonated beverage too quickly (107,F,46,N,English)
* the feeling of having gas bubbles in the stomach (108,,,,English)
* bubbly and emotional (113,F,24,N,English)
Misc:
* an affable person (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* gentile quite talk of a mother to her child (106,M,47,N,English)

hask
Cover/Fastener:
* a type of fastener (like hook and eye) (3,,,,English)
* a type of hat (12,F,29,N,English)
* a tent (17,M,27,Y,English)
* vt. - to strike into two pieces, n. - a thick, rigid outer covering, especially when removed
* n. a tool for prying or opening (27,M,61,N,English)
* the cellophane on a new CD. (38,M,59,Y,English)
* some form of skin (41,,,,English)
* a barrel (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* an electrical wire holder (62,F,50,N,English)
* a mask (not sure what type) (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* engineering. unit of measure for the adhesion of surfaces. resistance to slippage, in general. "Leather driving gloves
give the driver a lot of hask against the wheel." (77,M,40,N,English)
* n, a lock (83,M,43,N,English)
* the texture of a hessian sack (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* headgear (93,F,52,N,English)
* a bag (95,M,28,N,English)
* a locking device that prevents theft from a wine barrel. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Tear/Rip/Cough:
* to tear something (2,,,,English)
* to tackle or fight (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to talk or cough with harsh sound (8,,,,English)
* to rip something (9,,,,English)
* to chip the bark from wood or stick, as a prelude to carving it (15,F,37,Y/N,English)
* vt. - to strike into two pieces, n. - a thick, rigid outer covering, especially when removed
* n. a tool for prying or opening (27,M,61,N,English)
* stuff you cough up after a night out in a smoky bar (72,F,23,N,English)
* to snatch rapidly from the possession of another. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to sneeze (118,F,19,N,English)
* to cough a question (80,F,54,N,English)
* a type of knife or scraper (92,M,23,N,English)
* an implement for harvesting (94,M,56,Y,English)
Plant Matter:
* a pile of straw (4,,,,English)
* waste from vegetables (5,,,,English)
* the outside of a fruit (6,,,,English)
* a basket (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to chip the bark from wood or stick, as a prelude to carving it (15,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a small organic object (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* verb: issue communications about "flavor of the month" directive so that it devolves to "white bread", then pabulum,
and finally hangs around the company with the other moldy leftovers (70,,,,English) ?
Danger:
* to tackle or fight (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to threaten or endanger. (20,F,27,N,English)
* a shark (50,M,15,N,English)
* to make a request under duress (71,M,25,N,English)
Misc:
* something to measure medicine (1,,,,English)
* sharp, slender (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* part of a pratooshlik (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* very quick, brisk (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* sound of a dog in the cold weather (68,F,38,N,Spanish)

* a cockney question (79,,,,English)
* hask me a question, any question (81,M,25,N,English)
* to ask in a hasty manner. (97,M,26,N,English)

hort
Sickly/Frightening/Misshapen:
* a gargoyle creature (1,,,,English)
* a deep sickly cough (4,,,,English)
* a toothache (5,,,,English)
* scary things (7,F,10,Y,English)
* grunt (9,,,,English)
* a stocky, inelegant person or animal. (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a kind of disease (12,F,29,N,English)
* a wart on the anus (41,,,,English)
* a being, ghost-like (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* an off color remark (62,F,50,N,English)
* V and Adv - the way a person snorts when they are sick (66,F,20,N,English)
* a broken heart (71,M,25,N,English)
* adj. loud. esp in an obnoxious way. "hort music." (77,M,40,N,English)
* ugly whore (79,,,,English)
Animal:
* a gargoyle creature (1,,,,English)
* an animal sound (2,,,,English)
* a flying insect (3,,,,English)
* a stocky, inelegant person or animal. (11,M,46,Y,English)
* n., adj. - eight n. - a large number (used only for people and animals) (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* a wild boar (50,M,15,N,English)
* the category of bugs that have stingers (66,F,11,N,English)
* a child sized cart used for rocking horses (80,F,54,N,English)
Horticulture:
* involved with plants (6,,,,English)
* n, short for horticulture (83,M,43,N,English)
Attention:
* n. a center; a focus; a point that is a center of serious attention (as a family altar, hearth, shrine) (27,M,61,N,English)
* pp of hear in child language "I hort it" (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* requiring attention (not "wanting attention") (92,M,23,N,English)
* call to action (106,M,47,N,English)
Sex:
* past tense of "whore", to sell one's body (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* to denounce as a immodest. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a girl movement (118,F,19,N,English)
Misc:
* to throw with great force (8,,,,English)
* a houseboat (10,F,38,Y,English)
* warm clothing. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to keep to yourself. unsharing behavior. (29, M, 23, N,English)
* urge (40,M,20,N,English)
* acid (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to rush (94,M,56,Y,English)
* pull together (95,M,28,N,English)
* a fresh brew of beer. (97,M,26,N,English)
* to ride piggy back (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* (heart, hard, hart.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* adjective- dull or boring (110,F,29,N,English)
* v, to push (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* to store together in a single place (113,F,24,N,English)

husp
Container/Cover/Fastener:
* chaff (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a type of saddle for a horse (12,F,29,N,English)
* a brownish burlap cloak. (45,M,29,N,English)
* what remains after one doms (removes impure covering on) something (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* a bed curtain (50,M,15,N,English)
* outer covering (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* bag or basket to carry grain in. (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch and English
* thin, papery chaff (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* if it is "khusp" = 0 / a fastener (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* an empty chip packet (71,M,25,N,English)
* a thorn-bearing sheath of a plant. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* the dry shell of any once-living thing (80,F,54,N,English)
* a term applied to the husk of an edible grain, when it adheres to a tooth or gum of a person who is eating a meal
prepared from the grains. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* to hold in the mouth (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a clip or other metal fastener (108,,,,English)
Plant:
* a vegetable (1,,,,English)
* a kind of grass (2,,,,English)
* chaff (10,F,38,Y,English)
* bag or basket to carry grain in. (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch and English
* thin, papery chaff (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* the flying part of a dandelion seed (62,F,50,N,English)
* a thorn-bearing sheath of a plant. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a bamboo shred (118,F,19,N,English)
* n. the decimated remains of a weed at season's end. (77,M,40,N,English)
* a term applied to the husk of an edible grain, when it adheres to a tooth or gum of a person who is eating a meal
prepared from the grains. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* a type of fragrant flower (93,F,52,N,English)
* left overs from a vegetable product (113,F,24,N,English)
Edge
* on the edge (6,,,,English)
* a sharp, rough edge (18,M,51,N,English)
* n. a line of separation in a covering or the covering itself (27, M, 61,N,English)
* the edge of something (36,F,26,N,English)
* crust of bread (41,,,,English)
* a thorn-bearing sheath of a plant. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* the outer edge of something (92,M,23,N,English)
* a small, dried-up end of a loaf of bread (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Disapproving
* a quick, disapproving action (11,M,46,Y,English)
* shut up! (24,F,43,N,English)
* to express disapproval or make sounds of disapproval. (40,M,20,N,English)
* a very grumpy person, a Scrooge (66,F,11,N,English)
* shushing (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* quiet harrumph. (84,F,22,N,English)
* you husp up now, and be quiet. (81,M,25,N,English)
* shoo away an animal (95,M,28,N,English)
Breath/Whisper
* breathe heavy (9,,,,English)
* husp: vi. or vt. - to speak|say in a harsh whisper, n. - a harsh whisper(26, M, 23, N/Y,English)

* breathe from exhaustion (28,,,,English)
* whisper (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* v. to clear one's throat (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* to whisper hoarsely (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* noun: side conversation during meeting while someone else has the floor(70,,,,English) ?
* shushing (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* (noun, adj) the sound of a scratched record. e.g. "that old John Denver LP is getting really huspy" (72,F,23,N,English)
* you husp up now, and be quiet. (81,M,25,N,English)
* v, to whisper (83,M,43,N,English)
* to gasp for air. (97,M,26,N,English)
* to stop pronouncing a word, making an audible inspiration (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* (sounds like huff, cusp, lisp, husky.) The way a person sounds when they talk with their dentures out. "A huspy voice"
(109,M,36,Y,English)
* v, be silent, shut up (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Insect:
* a bee (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* onomatopoeic insect sound (106,M,47,N,English)
* huspings, husper; an electronic part named for its originally wasp-like shape (103,F,32,N,English)
* a person who likes insects and perhaps raises them (116,F,15,N,English)
Misc:
* a musical instrument (3,,,,English)
* to slouch (4,,,,English)
* a kind of freshwater fish (5,,,,English)
* a nun (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to nibble (8,,,,English)
* to hoe soil (17,M,27,Y,English)
* the essence or core of something. (20,F,27,N,English)
* a quiet place (25, F, 37, N,English)
* to orate from the back of a pickup truck (38,M,59,Y,English)
* we talk this way when needed (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* a husband in every sense of the word but without marriage certificate or wedding (79,,,,English)
* this is what someone is called when they are loosing their hair. (86,F,40,N,English)
* bump in biceps when arms stretch forward in an embrace (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* noun- a household cleaning tool for dusting (110,F,29,N,English)
* to walk with limp, sliding one foot along the ground (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* a small sharp peak; a raised wave-like projection. (114,M,36,Y/N,English)

jethom
Throw Off/Liquid/Jetsam:
* a jet of geyser water that doesn't arrive on time (71,M,25,N,English)
* a yellowish-green mineral found in damp caves. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* flotsam and jetsam together in the wake of a boat? (79,,,,English)
* a connection for underground plumbing (80,F,54,N,English)
* v, to jettison (83,M,43,N,English)
* to ejaculate. (97,M,26,N,English)
* a kind of boat (101,M,48,N,English)
* rel. to flotsam, stuff that sinks rather than floating (103,F,32,N,English)
* (sounds like jetsam (as in flotsam and...) n. - a non-essential object,a trinket, or a knickknack (109,M,36,Y,English)
* noun- a tool for doing something specific on a ship's rigging (what, I don't know) like a wrench, maybe but bigger.
(110,F,29,N,English)
* the scent wafting off of a person wearing too much cologne (113,F,24,N,English)
* to empty (116,F,15,N,English)
Flight:
* to travel home by airplane. (84,F,22,N,English)
* aircraft hanger (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* space age transportation (93,F,52,N,English)
Restless/Irritable:
* irritable (118,F,19,N,English)
* restless (92,M,23,N,English)
Misc:
* bible name (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* noun: commercials on TV, radio, web pages (70,,,,English) ?
* (verb) to think about someone far away who you wish you were with (72,F,23,N,English)
* eubonic slang meaning "yes ma'am. made popular by the character of Wiley in Margaret Higgin's popular novel
"Uncle Abe's Cabin."(77,M,40,N,English)
* reminds me of something Jewish (82,F,17,N,English)
* this is a type of jelly one eats. (86,F,40,N,English)
* fragrant (94,M,56,Y,English)
* shake hands in agreement (95,M,28,N,English)
* a tree with light green foliage (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* trigger control on air control stick (106,M,47,N,English)
* to believe in something after short consideration (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* n, s.t produces hard sound, drum, (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

lant
Lean/Tendency/Slant:
* a thin board at an incline (10,F,38,Y,English)
* an indication, perhaps an epiphany (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to lean on something (12,F,29,N,English)
* adj. - 1. oblique; 2. leaning on something (used only of inanimate object) (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* askew (40,M,20,N,English)
* an angular pillar of light (41,,,,English)
* running about on a lark. (45,M,29,N,English)
* a tilt; something leaning to one side (50,M,15,N,English)
* to wilt (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* slanted (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* v, landed (83,M,43,N,English)
* tilted slightly. (84,F,22,N,English)
* the action of lying supine at 20 degrees to the horizontal with head downwards(90,F,23,N,Australian)
* an area unit of measure applied to sloping farmland. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Light:
* a light (2,,,,English)
* to shine light on (6,,,,English)
* an angular pillar of light (41,,,,English)
* lantern, light producing machine (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* any source of light from fire (66,F,11,N,English)
* a floor lamp decorated in Medieval style (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* derived from "lantern", refers to the act of shedding some light on an area of darkness, whilst realizing that most of
the area still remains obscure. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
Slow/Relaxed:
* walk slowly (9,,,,English)
* adj. gentle, relaxed (27,M,61,N,English)
* to be slow (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* any-old-how, messily (92,M,23,N,English)
Insincere:
* tricky and sly. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* v. a fake sob (51,M,27,N,English)
* condescending, long-winded, tangential, soap-box filibuster during departmental meeting (70,,,,English) ?
* to lament insincerely (80,F,54,N,English)
Bugs:
* a South American fly (5,,,,English)
* a long legged ant (71,M,25,N,English)
* large ant (79,,,,English)
Misc:
* a bracelet design (1,,,,English)
* a folk song (3,,,,English)
* to open a child-proof bottle (4,,,,English)
* a island (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to throw over or cast (8,,,,English)
* a small hut made of Styrofoam (38,M,59,Y,English)
* grass (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* organic object - a vegetable or a stick (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a useful thing (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to keep people at distance (62,F,50,N,English)
* n. the edge of a piece of clapboard siding, as opposed to the face. (77,M,40,N,English)
* something nice (118,F,19,N,English)

* I lant cusin bubba my guttin knife (81,M,25,N,English)
* a time piece (93,F,52,N,English)
* layer (94,M,56,Y,English)
* bulwark (95,M,28,N,English)
* a very long spear. (97,M,26,N,English)
__________
spoil in Chinese

leb
Amount:
* a unit of measure of granularity. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a mathematical formula. (97,M,26,N,English)
* balance (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* small amount (106,M,47,N,English)
Move:
* to lope slowly (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* v, go upstairs, climb tree/mount (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* to crawl (113,F,24,N,English)
Extroverted/Outgoing:
* adj. fashionably pert and sassy. " a leb hairstyle." (77,M,40,N,English)
* a debutante attracted to members of her own sex (79,,,,English)
* verb- to flaunt (110,F,29,N,English)
Lesbian:
* a slur; short for "lesbian" (101,M,48,N,English)
* a debutante attracted to members of her own sex (79,,,,English)
Disease:
* an act of begging performed by a leper (71,M,25,N,English)
* a disfiguring disease (108,,,,English)
Misc:
* melted or liquidized metal (66,F,11,N,English)
* leprechaun (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a place to cook (118,F,19,N,English)
* to understand (91,F,,N,English)
* a lightning bolt (94,M,56,Y,English)
* to gently compress (95,M,28,N,English)
* an avid reader with nearsighted eyes (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* the sound of the heartbeat (109,M,36,Y,English)
* a hand (116,F,15,N,English)
* In Australian slang, this term refers to a person who has been born in Lebanon and emigrated to Australia.
(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)

loog
Connection/Sticky:
* a stitch in knitting (1,,,,English)
* a type of screw (3,,,,English)
* a goo type sticky substance (8,,,,English)
* fabric (12,F,29,N,English)
* a bridge over a small river. (20,F,27,N,English)
* lint remover (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a kind of Danish cheese (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* any type of gooey stuff that you find around the house (66,F,11,N,English)
* desire (106,M,47,N,English)
Bog:
* a bog (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a marshy bog in the southwest of Ireland. (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* a bog of sorts (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a large mud bubble that fails to pop (80,F,54,N,English)
Waste:
* to defecate in a Scottish ditch (71,M,25,N,English)
* to vomit, with the vomitus containing identifiable chunks. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* (of course we have loogy in English, which is a mass of spit ejected from the mouth.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* verb- to waste (110,F,29,N,English)
* v, to throw up (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* a slimy waste product (113,F,24,N,English)
Long:
* a stitch in knitting (1,,,,English)
* a type of screw (3,,,,English)
* a saltwater seaweed (5,,,,English)
* something with a long shape (6,,,,English)
* a term associated with logging (9,,,,English)
* fabric (12,F,29,N,English)
* a bridge over a small river. (20,F,27,N,English)
* long and flat (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* long version of log (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* adj. orderly, smooth. "The cat's loog lay of fur." (77,M,40,N,English)
* a green long-nosed goblin kinda thing (92,M,23,N,English)
Clutching
* to crush between fingers (17,M,27,Y,English)
* vi. - to bellow while running backwards and clutching one's stomach (26,M, 23, N/Y,English)
* to stare at someone (36,F,26,N,English)
* take too long (41,,,,English)
* lint remover (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to steal one's trash can (95,M,28,N,English)
Liquid/Water Animals:
* a large bottle of old whiskey, saved for special occasions. (37,M,53,N,English)
* a dolphin male calf (62,F,50,N,English)
* n, a puddle with live creatures (83,M,43,N,English)
* a tadpole (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a wash basin. (97,M,26,N,English)
Difficulty:
* difficult but necessary work--the verb (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* the morning after your 50th birthday party (93,F,52,N,English)

* to make an additional effort (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
Misc:
* foreign currency (2,,,,English)
* to tumble down a hill head over heels (4,,,,English)
* to whistle (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a bold, confident young stud (human) (11,M,46,Y,English)
* n. a supply of anything, an abundance, v. to produce copiously (27, M,61, N,English)
* n. a man with a double chin, bulging eyes, full lips, and balding hair or a receding hair line. (51,M,27,N,English)
* to overlook (118,F,19,N,English)
* synthesized (79,,,,English)
* an appliance part. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a musical instrument of the woodwind family, made of a big root; its tone range is very deep bass.
(99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* the middle name of Andrew Loog Oldham, an associate of the Rolling Stones(101,M,48,N,English)
* to throw (108,,,,English)

lorch
Clumsy:
* an ugly person (6,,,,English)
* a large, clumsy bird (10,F,38,Y,English)
* the style of locomotion in a three-legged race, or the walk of a lame person. (11,M,46,Y,English)
* an enemy whose level of intelligence is lower that yours, as determined by statistical significance of a survey.
(32,F,29,E,Persian)
* making no sense at all (62,F,50,N,English)
* n. a large, ungainly bird that can only fly short distances (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* to stumble while carrying a flame (80,F,54,N,English)
* to walk awkwardly. (84,F,22,N,English)
Bent:
* to bend (2,,,,English)
* hunch forward (9,,,,English)
* the style of locomotion in a three-legged race, or the walk of a lame person. (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to slump, to not stand up straight (36,F,26,N,English)
* a bird with a long hooked beak (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
Spooky:
* a coffin used for infants (5,,,,English)
* some kind of nasty plant (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* Adams family butler (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* v.i. to cry in a raspy voice. "the lorching of crows and old women still echo there." (77,M,40,N,English)
* a monster (118,F,19,N,English)
Fire/Light:
* vi. - to topple (used of something which is aflame or has a complex dendritic structure) (26, M, 23, Y/N,English)
* scald (40,M,20,N,English)
* torch made from a branch (41,,,,English)
* to carry a source of illumination at the rear of a band (of soldiers,etc.) (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to stumble while carrying a flame (80,F,54,N,English)
* an outside lighting device (92,M,23,N,English)
Force/Pull:
* to bend (2,,,,English)
* to pull (4,,,,English)
* to lift (7,F,10,Y,English)
* the style of locomotion in a three-legged race, or the walk of a lame person. (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to prey upon (95,M,28,N,English)
House:
* lane overshadowed by trees, leading up to a house. (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch and English
* part of the house (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* a basement veranda (71,M,25,N,English)
Animals:
* a kind of bug (12,F,29,N,English)
* a water snake (50,M,15,N,English)
* a kind of biting insect (94,M,56,Y,English)
Misc:
* a type of pendant to wear on a chain (1,,,,English)
* a type of boat (3,,,,English)
* a distance, a measurable size, as in track (8,,,,English)
* box with decorations used to store heirlooms (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to jump forward (20,F,27,N,English)

* a clearing (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* to live off someone else's excesses (79,,,,English)
* n, a type of tree (83,M,43,N,English)
* a cut of pork. (97,M,26,N,English)

mant
Cover:
* part of a house (3,,,,English)
* a large tree in the rain forest whose leaves are purple in the off-season(5,,,,English)
* having to do with mantel (6,,,,English)
* cover (10,F,38,Y,English)
* big hat with fringe (11,M,46,Y,English)
* the binding of a book along the spine (62,F,50,N,English)
* glove. (84,F,22,N,English)
* used to hold candles. (97,M,26,N,English)
* a topper placed on a table to make it water proof (113,F,24,N,English)
Fall/Lie:
* a car pillow (4,,,,English)
* an shelf (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to tumble (9,,,,English)
* to lounge around (12,F,29,N,English)
* a horizontal wooden structure used to support in a building (20, F, 27,N,English)
* a low shelf (80,F,54,N,English)
* placed "just so" (92,M,23,N,English)
Insect/Marine Animal:
* male ant (2,,,,English)
* an insect (8,,,,English)
* the flank of a manta ray (71,M,25,N,English)
* a marine mammal noted for its shiny black skin. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* half man, half ant, from a fictional horror movie from the fifties as seen in a real movie, with John Goodman, that I
can't remember the name of. (101,M,48,N,English)
* an insect (108,,,,English)
* (preying mantis, manta ray, Adam Ant.) A frightening, inhuman, piercing gaze. (109,M,36,Y,English)
Meaning/Understanding/Spirituality:
* n. a decisive order or symbolic utterance (27,M,61,N,English)
* -understood (41,,,,English)
* I mant to tell you earlier (81,M,25,N,English)
* a sacred book (91,F,,N,English)
* when "sant" goes over the top and starts having visions: an altered state. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* to be spiritually strong, "to have mant" (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
Plant:
* a large tree in the rain forest whose leaves are purple in the off-season(5,,,,English)
* a flower /object (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* an edible tuber (94,M,56,Y,English)
* grassy sward (106,M,47,N,English)
Group:
* a business meeting (1,,,,English)
* a pair or small group of people in a room. Not quite a crowd. (17,M,27,Y,English)
Talk:
* a man's diatribe (37,M,53,N,English)
* verb- to talk (110,F,29,N,English)
Misc:
* string (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a nice, rather uncommon thing (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* as in maintaining (68,F,38,N,Spanish)

* n. tuft of hair on a cow's or pig's head. (77,M,40,N,English)
* to mount (118,F,19,N,English)
* disabled person (79,,,,English)
* guard (95,M,28,N,English)
* small shallow lake (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* v, to achieve s.t successfully (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
_______
means a churning rod in kannada
slow in Chinese

morp
Strange/Unbalanced:
* unbalanced (2,,,,English)
* a strange and unusual kind of moth found in Alaska (5,,,,English)
* vampire! (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* a sort of wart hog (49,,,N,English)
* an outer space term ; not sure of meaning since I don't know outer space.trekkies or those on starship enterprise would
know. (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* noun: bad hair, hat hair, bed hair (70,,,,English) ?
* any symptom of a condition similar to illness in humans, observed in robotic entities (80,F,54,N,English)
* the opposite of a dork. (86,F,40,N,English)
* to distort, to distort or relax. The plastic toy morped in the hot August sun. (81,M,25,N,English)
Sleep/Death/Depression:
* the state of being near death (4,,,,English)
* seemingly asleep (12,F,29,N,English)
* entering the floating state just before completely falling asleep (37,M,53,N,English)
* a temporary funk (depression) (45,M,29,N,English)
* m means death, might, large quantity (61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* to sulk before a urinal (71,M,25,N,English)
* to be sad; lonely (118,F,19,N,English)
* to distort, to distort or relax. The plastic toy morped in the hot August sun. (81,M,25,N,English)
* to play dead. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a special feeling attributed to people who, despite showing great promise in youth, end up in later life working for
a living in lowly occupations.(associated with "floor mopping". (Note: "sadie the Cleaning Lady" would have been
prone to "morp"). (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* lying on an Italian marble-clad horizontal bed grave at 6pm looking at scudding clouds and facing the sky only.
Must be alone. (90,F,23,N,Australian)
Emptiness/Clean:
* to clean (6,,,,English)
* morphine, a drug used to kill pain (22, F, , N,English)
* to clear out a room prior to painting or re-flooring (38,M,59,Y,English)
* a value neutral adjective (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* the closure on a tear duct (62,F,50,N,English)
* to clean heavy, wet materials, such as mud or sludge, using shovels and rakes. (76,F,55,N,English)
Chewy:
* to chew loudly (9,,,,English)
* a small, round, gummy candy (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a clod of mud/clay (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to change into a melted solid (14, M,31,N,English)
* n, m and m gorp (83,M,43,N,English)
Round/Blob:
* a small, round, gummy candy (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a clod of mud/clay (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a little blob kinda thing (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* n. a serving of mashed potatoes, usually consisting of at least 10 tablespoons.(77,M,40,N,English)
* a drop of subatomic ether. (97,M,26,N,English)
Creature:
* a strange and unusual kind of moth found in Alaska (5,,,,English)
* a kind of moth (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a type of fish that tastes like tuna (50,M,15,N,English)
* dwarfish creature (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* small, furry and angry animal (63,M,38,N,Russian)

* some kind of small brown herbivore (92,M,23,N,English)
* a black insect that lives in the ground (94,M,56,Y,English)
Change/Morph:
* v.to disintegrate or to undergo change (27,M,61,N,English)
* to change someone's mind (41,,,,English)
* change (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* changing oneself while retaining one's true self (79,,,,English)
* alter (95,M,28,N,English)
Join:
*extra or additional, as in "more gorp" (8,,,,English)
* to blend, join and merge with. (20,F,27,N,English)
* vi. or vt. - to assume, or to cause to assume, a more compact configuration. - a more compact configuration [of
something] (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
Stupid:
* a person who acts like an idiot (1,,,,English)
* (slang) for a stupid person (3,,,,English)
Misc:
* a type of tree. deciduous (17,M,27,Y,English)
* the sound you make when you burp or belch (36,F,26,N,English)
* morpheme, smallest item with meaning (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* some kind of officer in an alien army (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* v. to land squarely on one's ass (51,M,27,N,English)
* v. to slog through mud or water (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* any sound that moving water makes (66,F,11,N,English)
* a burp arising from too much Mexican food (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to hit someone (91,F,,N,English)
* a passageway (93,F,52,N,English)
_______
(means to 'make' in old kannada)

muggle
Wiggle:
* to huddle together in a group (1,,,,English)
* when very small children cuddle (3,,,,English)
* a dance somewhat like the twist (5,,,,English)
* what kids do when they stomp in mud puddles (9,,,,English)
* to weasel one's way through (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to move around (12,F,29,N,English)
* a kind of lizard (17,M,27,Y,English)
* If you burn the toast just muggle the black off until you get the color you want. (18,M,51,N,English)
* what worms do on cold nights (25, F, 37, N,English)
* vt. - to disturb, dishevel, or screw up - also 'muggle with' (26, M, 23,N/Y,English)
* to shiver (40,M,20,N,English)
* hugging and snuggling and generally being in skin contact with a loved one (49,,,N,English)
* a furry bouncy creature (50,M,15,N,English)
* a flirting handshake (62,F,50,N,English)
* to steal from someone who is having an epileptic seizure (71,M,25,N,English)
* to have a tickle war with a child. (84,F,22,N,English)
* to wallow (94,M,56,Y,English)
Close By/Involved:
* to huddle together in a group (1,,,,English)
* when very small children cuddle (3,,,,English)
* to become involved in someone else's affairs (6,,,,English)
* to muzzle someone with hand over mouth (8,,,,English)
* when someone you love takes your precious things (41,,,,English)
* hugging and snuggling and generally being in skin contact with a loved one (49,,,N,English)
* to snuggle up to someone, especially of cats or small children. "When she sat down, the twins came up and muggled
her" (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch and English
* to hold someone up simply by suggesting you might have a weapon (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* comforting robbers (verb and noun) (79,,,,English)
* v, playfully suffocate (83,M,43,N,English)
* to have a tickle war with a child. (84,F,22,N,English)
* pleasantly scrunch faces close together (88,M,38,N,English)
Unclear/Covered Over:
* to not speak clearly (2,,,,English)
* confuse (actually a slang word from the 1920's for marijuana) (11,M,46,Y,English)
* vt. - to disturb, dishevel, or screw up - also 'muggle with' (26, M, 23,N/Y,English)
* v. to confuse an issue (27,M,61,N,English)
* to have a difficult time doing something (36,F,26,N,English)
* to cover and smother (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* v. to do something sloppily and carelessly (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* noun: meeting with no purpose, objective, or results (70,,,,English) ?
* v. t. hockey. infraction. to trap the puck between the blades of one's skates. "Orr is called again for muggling the
puck." (77,M,40,N,English)
* v, playfully suffocate (83,M,43,N,English)
* to hide perceived deficiencies under a veneer or good-natured happy confusion.(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* not coming to a conversational point precisely; waffling (verb) (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* the steel grating used in sewage systems. (97,M,26,N,English)
Deceptive/ Theft:
* smuggle, convey under cover (22, F, ,N,English)
* a good, charismatic speaker, especially if saying evil but convincing things (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to take something from someone, allegedly in their own interests, but in reality for your own good.
(47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* murky, not very honest behaviour; mug and smuggle (63,M,38,N,Russian)

* to butter someone up (66,F,11,N,English)
* to hold someone up simply by suggesting you might have a weapon (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* being robbed (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to steal from someone who is having an epileptic seizure (71,M,25,N,English)
* v. t. hockey. infraction. to trap the puck between the blades of one's skates. "Orr is called again for muggling the
puck." (77,M,40,N,English)
* to steal (118,F,19,N,English)
* comforting robbers (verb and noun) (79,,,,English)
* to pretend to threaten another person, usually for a camera or video device(80,F,54,N,English)
* to hide perceived deficiencies under a veneer or good-natured happy confusion.(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
Animal:
* a small soil dwelling beetle (4,,,,English)
* a kind of animal's nose (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a kind of lizard (17,M,27,Y,English)
* what worms do on cold nights (25, F, 37, N,English)
* a furry bouncy creature (50,M,15,N,English)
Misc:
* soft, jelly like substance. (20,F,27,N,English)
* to drink ale in a small pub with soccer and rugby players (38,M,59,Y,English)
* to do that Richard Nixon thing with your cheeks. (45,M,29,N,English)
* a transitive verb meaning to upset mildly (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* done adequately (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* annoying (66,F,11,N,English)
* to argue noisily (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a walking stick (93,F,52,N,English)
* rifle (as in rifle in one's pocket) (95,M,28,N,English)
* Sorry--J.K. Rowling has co-opted this word and given it a meaning that a whole generation of English-speaking kids
will assimilate: a non-magical person, an ordinary mortal. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* This I know to be a semi-dialectical word coined from"muddle (through)" and "struggle (at)" which is in fairly
common use. (92,M,23,N,English)

nop
Small Bump or Hole:
* a knot hole (5,,,,English)
* little bump (6,,,,English)
* to pick the knots off a sweater (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to strike the forehead with one's knuckle (37,M,53,N,English)
* slang for head (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* some obstacle, rather small (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* to cut off the top of ones finger (71,M,25,N,English)
* n. wood chip. "He swung his axe with such energy that nops covered the ground like a summer snow."
(77,M,40,N,English)
* round-like (97,M,26,N,English)
* to cut hair by gathering it into a bunch at the top of the head in a band,and then cutting just above the band; the hair
style that results. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Inactive/Absent/Negation:
* to do nothing (3,,,,English)
* the action of those absent, but required to attend; n: the noppers (11,M,46,Y,English)
* verb, do nothing (31,M,40,N,English)
* mistake (not on properly) (41,,,,English)
* shady (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* an expression of disagreement (48,M,25,N,English)
* a hopeless drunk (62,F,50,N,English)
* saying no without the "e" (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to cut off the top of ones finger (71,M,25,N,English)
* to clean up a spill without any household item (79,,,,English)
* nope without an "e" (84,F,22,N,English)
* v, to nod off for a nap (83,M,43,N,English)
* a constantly disheveled person whose mind is always elsewhere, an absentminded genius (109,M,36,Y,English)
* verb- to halt (110,F,29,N,English)
Strike:
* to strike the forehead with one's knuckle (37,M,53,N,English)
* to cut off the top of ones finger (71,M,25,N,English)
* to hit with a stick. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to strike sharply with a spoon (76,F,55,N,English)
* to cut hair by gathering it into a bunch at the top of the head in a band,and then cutting just above the band; the hair
style that results. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* v, knock, tap on a surface (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Misc:
* to make fun of (1,,,,English)
* a kind of plant which resembles the fern (2,,,,English)
* a mean kind of pig (7,F,10,Y,English) (4,,,,English)
* loud colors. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* food (a kind of) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* a confusion between two or more people (66,F,11,N,English)
* a huge giant bouncy pillow made for children to jump on (72,F,23,N,English)
* a bed (118,F,19,N,English)
* to pray (94,M,56,Y,English)
* to lay a fabric on a floor (95,M,28,N,English)
* the wig used by British judges (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* acme (106,M,47,N,English)
* a feminine man (108,,,,English)
* to spread thoroughly over a surface (113,F,24,N,English)
* a computing abbreviation for "no operation",i.e. "do nothing" (92,M,23,N,English)

plamp
Strike/Bring Together:
* put two heavy things together (2,,,,English)
* to fasten (9,,,,English)
* to strike something soft with an open palm (10,F,38,Y,English)
* an exclamation, when everything has gone wrong, and plans have fallen apart. Also, an adjective describing the
flattened state of a fallen house of cards: the result of the collapse of a tenuous structure (11,M,46,Y,English)
* the sound your bag makes when you drop it in the foyer after a hard day (18,M,51,N,English)
* onomatopoeia: soft, flexible object with smooth surface slapping against metal (26, M, 23, N,English)
* to tie two things together (36,F,26,N,English)
* fall on a plank (41,,,,English)
* to flatten (earth) by stamping on it. Probably by association with Dutch"(aan)plempen". (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch
and English
* to fall flatly / a small amount of something flat (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* the sound made when a plump person lands on the ground (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* like cataplamp sound of dropping (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to place a pet into it's bed. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* v, dropping into a sofa where you are planning on being planted the rest of the evening (83,M,43,N,English)
* to collide wetly (92,M,23,N,English)
* to pack soil (95,M,28,N,English)
* the bridge connecting two jungle gyms. (97,M,26,N,English)
Heavy:
* someone who is overweight (1,,,,English)
* put two heavy things together (2,,,,English)
* fat or obese (6,,,,English)
* The sound your bag makes when you drop it in the foyer after a hard day(18,M,51,N,English)
* fat stationary object (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* to flatten (earth) by stamping on it. Probably by association with Dutch"(aan)plempen". (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch
and English
* the sound made when a plump person lands on the ground (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* beyond plump (79,,,,English)
* the aura of a person who has lost weight but still appears chubby to their friends (80,F,54,N,English)
Flat:
* wilted edges of lettuce or spinach (8,,,,English)
* to strike something soft with an open palm (10,F,38,Y,English)
* an exclamation, when everything has gone wrong, and plans have fallen apart. Also, an adjective describing the
flattened state of a fallen house of cards: the result of the collapse of a tenuous structure (11,M,46,Y,English)
* fall on a plank (41,,,,English)
* to flatten (earth) by stamping on it. Probably by association with Dutch"(aan)plempen". (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch
and English
* to fall flatly / a small amount of something flat (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* v, dropping into a sofa where you are planning on being planted the rest of the evening (83,M,43,N,English)
Orderly/Disorderly:
* to arrange one's hair (3,,,,English)
* loose glasses that slide on the nose (4,,,,English)
* wilted edges of lettuce or spinach (8,,,,English)
* an exclamation, when everything has gone wrong, and plans have fallen apart. Also, an adjective describing the
flattened state of a fallen house of cards: the result of the collapse of a tenuous structure (11,M,46,Y,English)
* think about superfluous things, day dreaming. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to place something or oneself into a situation that is incongruous. Unsocial interactions, the act by which a person
joins a party of other people or a conversation, when they are not invited and are not aware of the membership rules or
social rules that are being adhered to by the group. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
Immobile:

* the wall of a fort (5,,,,English)
* to sit on a couch and watch TV (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to fasten (9,,,,English)
* fat stationary object (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* to stop water by plugging a leak (62,F,50,N,English)
* a blood clot (118,F,19,N,English)
* v, dropping into a sofa where you are planning on being planted the rest of the evening (83,M,43,N,English)
Blocked Liquid:
* a sudden or one off release of water, usually from above (15,F,37,Y/N,English)
* to stop water by plugging a leak (62,F,50,N,English)
* a blood clot (118,F,19,N,English)
* to collide wetly (92,M,23,N,English)
Misc:
* an adult Halloween costume (12,F,29,N,English)
* a hole (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a rich women with servants (50,M,15,N,English)
* grass that's dried up (66,F,11,N,English)
* (noun, verb) a loud off-key note sounded by brass instruments (72,F,23,N,English)
* a stuffed fowl that has been dropped on the floor (71,M,25,N,English)
* n. food residue on one's fingers. "The slow-roasted chicken left its greasy plamp upon our hands."
(77,M,40,N,English)
* an appliance. (84,F,22,N,English)
* sexy under garments (93,F,52,N,English)
* a meeting in the woods (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a type of mushroom found only in the thell. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)

plork
Sound:
* a plorking sound (101,M,48,N,English)
* onomatopoeic: sound made when boots are removed from mud (106,M,47,N,English)
* the sound a heavy, dense object makes when dropped into water (116,F,15,N,English)
Drop:
* to drop cubes of bread into a bowl of soup (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* to slam your hand down hard (108,,,,English)
* when a bird lands awkwardly, it plorks, or, when putting something down and it kind of drops by accident
(109,M,36,Y,English)
* verb- to drop something from your hand onto the ground (110,F,29,N,English)
* to drop abruptly onto the top (113,F,24,N,English)
* the sound a heavy, dense object makes when dropped into water (116,F,15,N,English)
Misc:
* adj, s.t. disgusting, obscene (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* somewhat pliable stopper; in between a plug and a cork. (114,M,36,Y/N,English)

preet
Proper/Picky/Groom:
* someone who is prim and proper (1,,,,English)
* to preen (6,,,,English)
* picky, perfectionistic (10,F,38,Y,English)
* prim and proper (12,F,29,N,English)
* to decorate (17,M,27,Y,English)
* v. to strut in an egotistical way (27,M,61,N,English)
* preen (40,M,20,N,English)
* to groom (41,,,,English)
* refined (I'm probably thinking of Sanskrit vs. Prakrit [or something like that] though the meaning is reversed)
(46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* vain (50,M,15,N,English)
* arrange (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to preen while tweeting (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* (of a bird): to preen obsessively. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to make pets pretty (79,,,,English)
* v, to strut around prissily (83,M,43,N,English)
* to preen, for a parakeet. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a word derived from "preen", which specifically describes the way in which a bird with the large, curved beak of a
parrot or lorikeet,performs that action. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* to fix and beautify superficially an object to make it attractive to potential buyers (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
Feminine/Pretty:
* someone who is prim and proper (1,,,,English)
* a seductive walk (3,,,,English)
* to preen (6,,,,English)
* sounds like something a woman would do (9,,,,English)
* preen (40,M,20,N,English)
* v. to behave in a cute or pretty manner, to flirt innocently (51,M,27,N,English)
* cute (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* adj. Caribbean slang. pretty. "Very preet, miss." (77,M,40,N,English)
* to make pets pretty (79,,,,English)
* gesture of sexual availability or self satisfaction (95,M,28,N,English)
* to fix and beautify superficially an object to make it attractive to potential buyers (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* (preen, pretty.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* v: to speak in an effeminate manner (107,F,46,N,English)
Birds:
* a species in South America resembling a parrot (5,,,,English)
* bird food (8,,,,English)
* the bone used in parakeet's cages (62,F,50,N,English)
* to pry open a parrot (71,M,25,N,English)
* (of a bird): to preen obsessively. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* to preen, for a parakeet. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a word derived from "preen", which specifically describes the way in which a bird with the large, curved beak of a
parrot or lorikeet,performs that action. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* an Amazon bird. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Talk:
* v. to behave in a cute or pretty manner, to flirt innocently (51,M,27,N,English)
* talk (or more similar) mindless chatter (92,M,23,N,English)
* to talk casually. "Come preet awhile." Also, to preet with another:They had a long preet. (101,M,48,N,English)
* v: to speak in an effeminate manner (107,F,46,N,English)
Small:
* a small, tiny sound (2,,,,English)

* to walk on tip toes (4,,,,English)
* a quick flirting glance, e.g. "all it took was one preet and I was all hers" (72,F,23,N,English)
* small, lovely, young animal (113,F,24,N,English)
Whistle:
* a small, tiny sound (2,,,,English)
* sound of a whistle (94,M,56,Y,English)
* verb- to make a high noise like a whistle (110,F,29,N,English)
Animal:
* glossy physical appearance of an animal (108,,,,English)
* small, lovely, young animal (113,F,24,N,English)
Misc:
* to bind (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to assume a surly, superior air, revealing instead insecurity (11,M,46,Y,English)
* meaning very or too much (23, F, 30, N,UK English)
* if taken as "preyet" = fermenting? ? / a chemical? (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* to pretend (118,F,19,N,English)
* act of appearing satisfied when presenting a gift of candy to another who is known to have a sweet tooth
(80,F,54,N,English)
* a sour and acidic flavor. (97,M,26,N,English)
* advisor to royalty (106,M,47,N,English)
* v, paying focused attention, shooting (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* to prance around on tiptoe (116,F,15,N,English)

rammop
Repetitive Motion:
* to search through a long text for a short sentence or paragraph (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* fire torch (106,M,47,N,English)
* (ram up, jam up) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* verb- to gallop (110,F,29,N,English)
* v, to destruct, damage (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* an instrument used to push sausage through a forming tube (113,F,24,N,English)

rapple
Repetitive Motion:
* a moving liquid (2,,,,English)
* a game (3,,,,English)
* the top of the insect's mouth which is usually rigid (5,,,,English)
* to give off money (7,F,10,Y,English)
* utensil to peel vegetables or fruit (8,,,,English)
* to gab (9,,,,English)
* the sound of rain on the roof (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a lighting effect, where soft lights create small spots of illuminated areas(20,F,27,N,English)
* rappel (40,M,20,N,English)
* to cause something to form wrinkles (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* v.t. to beat on in place of, or in imitation of a drum. esp. in reference to teenage males. (77,M,40,N,English)
* the sound of someone knocking at your door. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a coarse but even texture pressed into soil or another soft surface by large machinery. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Sound/Language
* the sound of rain on the roof (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a sound which is reedy and made in nature (23, F, 30, N,UK English)
* a press release from Apple Computer (37,M,53,N,English)
* to talk very fast and fluently, so that nobody except the participants can understand it. "As soon as her brother came off
the train, they started rappling". (53,F,41,N,English) Dutch and English
* a fantasy story (66,F,11,N,English)
* v.t. to beat on in place of, or in imitation of a drum. esp. in reference to teenage males. (77,M,40,N,English)
* ultra-modern jazz tune (79,,,,English)
* the sound of someone knocking at your door. (84,F,22,N,English)
Fruit Vegetables:
* the hybrid between raspberries and apples (4,,,,English)
* utensil to peel vegetables or fruit (8,,,,English)
* the skin of an apple (12,F,29,N,English)
* rope-food (41,,,,English)
* mochila (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a windfall apple that hits someone (71,M,25,N,English)
* dried edibles from once-moist food products (80,F,54,N,English)
Cover:
* utensil to peel vegetables or fruit (8,,,,English)
* shrink wrapping (11,M,46,Y,English)
* the skin of an apple (12,F,29,N,English)
* mochila (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a horizontal interference line on a VCR tape (95,M,28,N,English)
Destruction:
* to mess up (6,,,,English)
* to puncture / catch and hook (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* to tear (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* crumble. (97,M,26,N,English)
Fight:
* to fight with someone (36,F,26,N,English)
* apply force (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to bring order to a disorderly horde (62,F,50,N,English)
* v, a scuffle (83,M,43,N,English)
Garbage:
* n. a residue, a leftover, as in the scrapings of container such as a barrel(27,M,61,N,English)

* garbage (94,M,56,Y,English)
Sweets/Stimulants:
* a type of candy (1,,,,English)
* stimulants in certain foods. (17,M,27,Y,English)
* a dessert made of peanuts, caramel, and melted ice cream, served in New England. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
Running Liquid
* a moving liquid (2,,,,English)
* pouring beer slowly so you don't get too much foam (18,M,51,N,English)
Misc:
* one of those things that you put on to do hang gliding or whatever its called (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to acquire the necessary member of a set, which, when completed, will give a prize, by trickery.
(47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* to climb (50,M,15,N,English)
* (verb) to warm up, e.g. "after the sun came out, the water soon rappled"(72,F,23,N,English)
* to fix (118,F,19,N,English)
* succeed (92,M,23,N,English)

rost
Heat/Cold:
* a hot beverage (1,,,,English)
* to cool in a prescribed manner (6,,,,English)
* to cook over a fire (7,F,10,Y,English)
* cook (9,,,,English)
* embers (10,F,38,Y,English)
* v. to purposefully stand in the smoke of a barbecue to enjoy the aroma and to drench one's clothes in the aroma
(51,M,27,N,English)
* (roast) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* roasted veg (foreign food esp from Switzerland) (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* cooking (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* the act of cooking toast in an oven (71,M,25,N,English)
* not to be confused with rose... this has nothing to do with flowers. to strike a match gently. (86,F,40,N,English)
Roster:
* a group or collection. (20,F,27,N,English)
* roster, list a form of roll call of names (22, F, , N,English)
* a list (36,F,26,N,English)
* roster, listing (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* a secret list (62,F,50,N,English)
* a short list of names (80,F,54,N,English)
* a list of attendees. (97,M,26,N,English)
Rest:
* a kind of fungus grown on tropical trees (5,,,,English)
* to cool in a prescribed manner (6,,,,English)
* to sit and let season (8,,,,English)
* embers (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a place to put papers (118,F,19,N,English)
Bird:
* a large bird (3,,,,English)
* a type of bird (12,F,29,N,English)
* n. the beak of a raptor bird or the fang of a predator (27,M,61,N,English)
Guide:
* direction, guidance (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a map (17,M,27,Y,English)
* past tense of "ross", meaning "to desire to prove someone wrong" (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
Remainder/ Rust:
* what is left over after the oil is changed (4,,,,English)
* embers (10,F,38,Y,English)
* the parts of plants that are inedible to humans, that are fed to livestock.(75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* Brit. rust (77,M,40,N,English)
Misc:
* wrestle with (2,,,,English)
* instant (41,,,,English)
* money (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* a bass-type fish (50,M,15,N,English)
* height / increase /a prop of some sort (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* to purposely confuse and mislead in ruins or wreckage (79,,,,English)
* v, to take advantage of your employer (after Dan Rostenkowski, former congressman) (83,M,43,N,English)
* turn-ish (92,M,23,N,English)
* a street address (93,F,52,N,English)

* to cross over (94,M,56,Y,English)
* ruffle (95,M,28,N,English)

rulp
Belch/Gulp:
* v: to swallow back a belch (107,F,46,N,English)
* (sounds like gulp, rump, rolf, roll up.) It's the sound air makes when it goes through a liquid, like gas coming up
through a swamp, or through lava.(109,M,36,Y,English)
Misc:
* special chair used only by the mayor of a large city (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* pulpy fruit (106,M,47,N,English)
* the sound one makes when scared (108,,,,English)
* verb- to dig (110,F,29,N,English)
* v, to drive carelessly, talk crossly (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* to tear away from someone abruptly (113,F,24,N,English)

sant
Up/Down:
* to settle down (2,,,,English)
* a tool used to pump out the sewer (5,,,,English)
* elevated and before the rest in a series (11,M,46,Y,English)
* the pillar of a drawbridge (62,F,50,N,English)
Static:
* to settle down (2,,,,English)
* static (17,M,27,Y,English)
* adj. completely relaxed, limp, supine (27,M,61,N,English)
* the pillar of a drawbridge (62,F,50,N,English)
* quietly reserved. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* dependable (92,M,23,N,English)
* the mood of a student sitting at a university computer (90,F,23,N,Australian)
Motion:
* a dance step (1,,,,English)
* to fly (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a deft sideways motion (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to go somewhere (118,F,19,N,English)
* adjective- fast or speedy (110,F,29,N,English)
* a state of mind in which one is strongly determined to execute an action(111,M,21,Y/N,English)
Prayer/Blessing
* to pray (12,F,29,N,English)
* to bless (40,M,20,N,English)
* santo, Mexican icon (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* a French saint (71,M,25,N,English)
* to worship in a church or other religious-purpose building (80,F,54,N,English)
* a place to meditate (93,F,52,N,English)
* a white robe used in religious ceremonies (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* (sounds like saint, scent. A heavenly smell. You may not be able to use my stuff. I'm just too playful, and use
associations to words I already know. When I try not to do that, then I have a hard time coming up with a definition.)
(109,M,36,Y,English)
Message/Meaning/Knowledge:
* a message (3,,,,English)
* for something to have a second meaning (6,,,,English)
* verb: talk just enough in a meeting to sound like a contributor while saying nothing (70,,,,English) ?
* fairly knowledgeable person. (84,F,22,N,English)
Location:
* next to, besides. (20,F,27,N,English)
* a place of some sort (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a place to meditate (93,F,52,N,English)
Alcohol:
* a dark purple wine-like drink which brings on wild hallucinations (72,F,23,N,English)
* an alcoholic drink originating in Spain. (97,M,26,N,English)
Health:
* healthy--maybe to the point of being manic (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* adj, sober, healthy (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Misc:
* the sound a horse makes when eating (4,,,,English)

* the exact measure of a pinchful (8,,,,English)
* furry animal (9,,,,English)
* adj. - 1. white; 2. hard and flat (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* able (41,,,,English)
* expansive and empty (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* a mood (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* shush of an ant (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* potential for penetration of an animal's canine teeth. "The Doberman's sant is greater than that of the Labrador."
(77,M,40,N,English)
* someone giving gifts from a sack; the act of doing so (79,,,,English)
* it got sant in the mail at 3:00 (81,M,25,N,English)
* short (94,M,56,Y,English)
* clock graveyard (95,M,28,N,English)
* strangle (106,M,47,N,English)
* high-brow (108,,,,English)
* cruel and heartless (113,F,24,N,English)

sarl
Sarcasm/Snarl/Wit:
* this one sounds like a cross between surly and snarl. Sarl doesn't sound so negative though. I'd say it's a smile that
looks deceptively happy that hides a darker emotion. A smirk doesn't hide its disapproval. (109,M,36,Y,English)
* verb, to stick tongue out, to stare at, (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* to say something sarcastic and witty (113,F,24,N,English)
* an unruly state, "he was in a sarl today." (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* the expression on one's mouth when the lip is curled and the person is angry, ornery, or mean (116,F,15,N,English)
Cloth:
* a snarl in a sari (103,F,32,N,English)
* a piece of cloth, worn like a skirt by males or females (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* snarled sail (106,M,47,N,English)
Misc:
* a kind of desert terrain; to travel on the sarl a thing that goes on the sarl: sarl walker (101,M,48,N,English)
* n: an agricultural tool (107,F,46,N,English)
* a musical instrument (108,,,,English)
* a proper name,male (possibly remembered from a character in a sci-fi book?) (110,F,29,N,English)
* the little rainbow colored swirls usually caused by oil that float on calm water. (114,M,36,Y/N,English)

shob
Shove:
* to shove off w/the feet while walking (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* shoving (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to push someone face first into a wall (71,M,25,N,English)
* v, to drop, fall (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Rid:
* an abandoned old rotting wood cabin, now overrun with weeds and slugs(72,F,23,N,English)
* M.E: the action a person carries when a slob is near; to run away. (74,N,25,N,Spanish)
* to foist work off onto another person. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* v.t. to cut the greens from tubers. (77,M,40,N,English)
* homeless (97,M,26,N,English)
* to not show up, to ditch an event or person (109,M,36,Y,English)
Irritation:
* to irritate (118,F,19,N,English)
* anyone who devises tortuous linguistic exercises (79,,,,English)
* a nincompoop. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a Jewish hoodlum. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* make sad (95,M,28,N,English)
Misc:
* the mouth (94,M,56,Y,English)
* shawl used by Jews during quilp prayer (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* look into the distance of time- forward, prognosticate (106,M,47,N,English)
* a type of spider (108,,,,English)
* noun- a handle (110,F,29,N,English)
* adj: a slang word used by urban teenagers to express approbation. Synonyms:neat, cool, awesome.
(107,F,46,N,English)
* a person of excellent taste (113,F,24,N,English)

shong
Clothing:
* a type of Asian shoe; has velvet straps and goes between the first and second toe,kind of a velvet flip flop
(67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* an article of clothing (93,F,52,N,English)
* a silk dress with a high neckline; also a type of weaving used to make medium-stiff silk fabric.
(99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* an article of clothing; to cloak or cover (101,M,48,N,English)
* a shimmering long evening dress that goes only over one shoulder. (109,M,36,Y,English)
* a type of sandal, most commonly worn with sarongs (103,F,32,N,English)
* woman's apparel- long, flowing, semi-formal (106,M,47,N,English)
* noun-a woman's dress (110,F,29,N,English)
Asia:
* a type of Asian shoe; has velvet straps and goes between the first and second toe,kind of a velvet flip flop
(67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* some sort of apparel worn by equatorial islanders. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a term used to describe cheap goods of poor quality produced in Hong Kong during the 1960's.
(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* Cantonese orange silk overcoat. noun. (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* an ancient Chinese condom made of hemp. (97,M,26,N,English)
Sex:
* tight underwear (71,M,25,N,English)
* slang: to commit date rape (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* silent dildo (79,,,,English)
* a strap worn by males to cover or protect their genitalia (80,F,54,N,English)
* an ancient Chinese condom made of hemp. (97,M,26,N,English)
* v: (slang) to penetrate sexually with long, slow strokes (107,F,46,N,English)
Sound:
* a noise that echoes (66,F,11,N,English)
* like the sound of a cymbal (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to stutter (118,F,19,N,English)
* n, an oriental instrument (83,M,43,N,English)
Straps:
* a type of Asian shoe; has velvet straps and goes between the first and second toe,kind of a velvet flip flop
(67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* v.t. to unwind a length of rope. shonged shonging N. a length of rope so unwound. (77,M,40,N,English)
* a strap worn by males to cover or protect their genitalia (80,F,54,N,English)
* a type of sandal, most commonly worn with sarongs (103,F,32,N,English)
Leave/Cut Off:
* verb: put underlings "in their place" (70,,,,English) ?
* the past tense word for go. (86,F,40,N,English)
* move downwards or away quickly (92,M,23,N,English)
* adj, empty (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Misc:
* a long stick (94,M,56,Y,English)
* startle (95,M,28,N,English)
* to comb the hair (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* a metal kitchen tool (108,,,,English)
* to walk with a slouch (113,F,24,N,English)

spreck
Dust/Spray:
* to spray with paint, ink,etc (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a small bit of flotsam spewed by someone pronouncing certain plosive consonants.(75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a dot (118,F,19,N,English)
* the dammed spot that went out (79,,,,English)
* a small sugar crystal (80,F,54,N,English)
* n, a grain of sugar (83,M,43,N,English)
* a collection of small splatters of something, a splash (92,M,23,N,English)
* a small piece of dust. (97,M,26,N,English)
* (sounds like speck, sprinkle, or speak in German.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* the splashes that accumulate on a bathroom mirror. A splash mark on a shiny surface. (114,M,36,Y/N,English)
* v, to stain (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* water spray (108,,,,English)
Talk:
* speak (German homophonic corruption) (84,F,22,N,English)
* small talk (94,M,56,Y,English)
* speak (106,M,47,N,English)
* (sounds like speck, sprinkle, or speak in German.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
German:
* to choke on German chewing gum (71,M,25,N,English)
* speak (German homophonic corruption) (84,F,22,N,English)
* (sounds like speck, sprinkle, or speak in German.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
Pull/Lift:
* to pull weeds (91,F,,N,English)
* to lift a car's hood (95,M,28,N,English)
* a lever in a wooden machine (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
Misc:
* something special that was given to you by a relative or friend (66,F,11,N,English)
* not my personal preference of male anatomy (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* of course this reminds me of shipwreck. it has nothing to do with ships.it means to learn at a fast pace. so a teacher
would describe a student as a spreck learner. :) (86,F,40,N,English)
* adj: tidy; precise; irreproachable (107,F,46,N,English)
* verb- to look for (110,F,29,N,English)
* to shake about with abandon (113,F,24,N,English)
* this is too close to "spreche" (Ger. sprechen)to speak (77,M,40,N,English)

sumble
Walking/Dancing:
* a dance (3,,,,English)
* to walk slowly (4,,,,English)
* to scramble up (5,,,,English)
* another word for tumble (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to wander around at a leisurely pace (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a verb meaning movement probably of an animal on land moving through tall grass and undergrowth (23, F, 30,
N,UK English)
* a swaggering walk, almost stumbling (25, F, 37, N,English)
* sumble: vi. - to move like a caterpillar (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* an acrobatic movement (36,F,26,N,English)
* to stumble around lumberingly (41,,,,English)
* a verb of some sort, having to do with motion (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* walking not picking up your feet (62,F,50,N,English)
* v. to walk carelessly and without a particular destination in mind (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* to enter [a room] sheepishly and sluggishly (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* movement form the body (118,F,19,N,English)
* verb. To trip or stumble whilst not looking where you were going. Almost invariable due to the fact that you have
your head down in an act of self deprication and humbling subservience. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
Quiet/Humble/Small:
* sleep (9,,,,English)
* approach with humility (11,M,46,Y,English)
* lazily satisfied (12,F,29,N,English)
* quiet, standing still (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* small (14, M,31,N,English)
* sounds like humble so it probably describes someone who really needs to be humble. (18,M,51,N,English)
* a violet Spring flower. (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* "light" snafu (49,,,N,English)
* v. to utter insults under the breath at a nearby person such that they cannot hear (51,M,27,N,English)
* a hushed, frightened phrase (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* to muse; "he sat smoking his pipe and sumbling". (53,F,41,N,English)Dutch and English
* various poor-quality (things) (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* shy or sublime? (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* to enter [a room] sheepishly and sluggishly (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* noun: feeling when remembering embarrassing moment (70,,,,English) ?
* sounds like somber (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to hum softly to a child to encourage sleep (72,F,23,N,English)
* to mumble in one's sleep. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* stumble? humble? (84,F,22,N,English)
* verb. To trip or stumble whilst not looking where you were going. Almost invariable due to the fact that you have
your head down in an act of self deprication and humbling subservience. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* quiet (92,M,23,N,English)
* the action performed by those who mumble due to an excess of saliva (96,F,29,N,English)
Gathering:
* to put in order (1,,,,English)
* quiet gathering of people (2,,,,English)
* a dance (3,,,,English)
* able to be summed or added (6,,,,English)
* to gather together, or the total sum of a jumble! (8,,,,English)
* a mixture of odd items, without a common theme (20,F,27,N,English)
* sumble: n. - a small pile of complex objects (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* n. any item that is taken up, gathered, or assimilated, v. to gather (27,M, 61, N,English)
* v. accidentally finding something you didn't know was lost (30,F,22,N,English)
* various poor-quality (things) (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)

* to bump into someone who has a lisp (71,M,25,N,English)
* undefined quantity, as in a sumble of grapes. more than a few. (77,M,40,N,English)
* v, to build a prototype, quickly assemble (83,M,43,N,English)
Approximate/ Chance:
* approximations of details, so as not to muggle a story. (37,M,53,N,English)
* to throw dice in craps (38,M,59,Y,English)
* to attempt to impersonate but without much hope of success. (45,M,29,N,English)
Stumble:
* stutter (58,F,19,Y,English)
* verb. To trip or stumble whilst not looking where you were going. Almost invariable due to the fact that you have
your head down in an act of self deprication and humbling subservience. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* fall embarrassingly (97,M,26,N,English)
Hot:
* type of desert (50,M,15,N,English)
* a humid day (66,F,11,N,English)
Slow/Feeble/Bland:
* dreamy (I'm sure this has something to do with "slumber") (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* means isolation, ego, honour, seeds, but +u + mb adds such concepts as downness, lowness, feebleness
(61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* the food one is eating is flat or bland. It defines an oral sensation with eating. (86,F,40,N,English)
* withered (94,M,56,Y,English)
Misc:
* silky texture (17,M,27,Y,English)
* physical appearance (40,M,20,N,English)
* a really nice thing to do with a special someone (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* sexual fight; realizations that depend entirely on one's mood and are then gone (79,,,,English)
* a verbal mistake that is caught and corrected before a wrong word is actually spoken (80,F,54,N,English)
* a song that you hum to; you've made it up, the words are in your head,known only to you, and if the tune sounds like
another ditty, that is all right!(82,F,17,N,English)
* eating with the mouth full (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* to polish a stone (91,F,,N,English)
* restless sleep (93,F,52,N,English)
* take apart (95,M,28,N,English)
* to mutter a half-truth or a partial lie (99,F,43,Y/N,English)

tam
Covering:
* something an Irish person wears (1,,,,English)
* the underneath layer of bark on trees (5,,,,English)
* a small hat (6,,,,English)
* roof rack (9,,,,English)
* This is an English--at least Scottish word. It's a hat. (18,M,51,N,English)
Touch:
* the foot of an Arctic animal (4,,,,English)
* a small drum (10,F,38,Y,English)
* pat with the hand (11,M,46,Y,English)
* drum. (14, M,31,N,English)
Care For:
* pat with the hand (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to pamper (12,F,29,N,English)
Dark:
* to darken something (2,,,,English)
* the black stuff that comes off on a rag from metal (8,,,,English)
Misc:
* a cartoon character (3,,,,English)
* a kind of mustard (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a kind of tree (13,M,22,N,Portuguese)
* big and strong (17,M,27,Y,English)

teetle
Back and Forth:
* something a baby chews when teething (1,,,,English)
* take tiny steps (2,,,,English)
* giggle (3,,,,English)
* to move from side to side (5,,,,English)
* a needle threader (8,,,,English)
* to balance (9,,,,English)
* see-saw (10,F,38,Y,English)
* wrinkled (17,M,27,Y,English)
* to walk in a brisk but awkward way. (20,F,27,N,English)
* to have a little drink (25, F, 37, N,English)
* vi. - usu. used with 'with' - to tinker or tamper with something that is precarious, or to engage in activity that risks
catastrophe (26, M, 23,N/Y,English)
* to be on the edge (33,M,26,N,English)
* to lose ones' balance (36,F,26,N,English)
* to tease by poking, pulling or tweaking at another's body or clothes.or a person who does that teasing.
(37,M,53,N,English)
* almost fall (41,,,,English)
* to tickle by walking over someone's skin with your fingers. "The little girl likes to be teetled on her neck".
(53,F,41,N,English) Dutch and English
* a verb suggesting dancing or prancing (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* an embroidery stitch (62,F,50,N,English)
* to teethe, to tear (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* v. to move back and forth, almost losing balance in the process (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* when a beetle goes upside down and around a twig or branch (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* to be drunk on the edge of a building (71,M,25,N,English)
* variant of teatle. to suckle the teat. (77,M,40,N,English)
* movement of stiletto heels when the wearer is standing (80,F,54,N,English)
* to pick your teeth with a toothpick. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a way of walking; a particular gait assumed by a person who is walking home after consuming alcohol. Sufficient to
induce a merry state, but not enough to earn the description "rolling drunk". (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* to balance precariously (92,M,23,N,English)
* to waver (94,M,56,Y,English)
Smallness:
* something a baby chews when teething (1,,,,English)
* take tiny steps (2,,,,English)
* giggle (3,,,,English)
* small, knitted finger coverings (4,,,,English)
* a needle threader (8,,,,English)
* to whisper a story to someone (11,M,46,Y,English)
* water on a plant (12,F,29,N,English)
* to have a little drink (25, F, 37, N,English)
* the smallest nail of the toes (49,,,N,English)
* a small fruit that tastes sort of like pineapple (50,M,15,N,English)
* little bug kinda thing (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* an embroidery stitch (62,F,50,N,English)
* when a beetle goes upside down and around a twig or branch (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* any of various small designs occurring naturally on tortoise shells. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* drip in variable increments. (97,M,26,N,English)
* a small amount. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
Silly/Sweet:
* something a baby chews when teething (1,,,,English)
* take tiny steps (2,,,,English)
* giggle (3,,,,English)

* silly (6,,,,English)
* to whisper a story to someone (11,M,46,Y,English)
* v. to chatter in a silly manner (27,M,61,N,English)
* to participate in careless behavior. unwilling to take life seriously.(29, M, 23, N,English)
* to use sexual innuendoes in the course of a comedy routine (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* sillily sexual to the point of arousal (79,,,,English)
* a way of walking; a particular gait assumed by a person who is walking home after consuming alcohol. Sufficient to
induce a merry state, but not enough to earn the description "rolling drunk". (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
Kettle:
* when the pot on the stove whistles (66,F,11,N,English)
* tea kettle (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
Tortoise:
* the name of a turtle (7,F,10,Y,English)
* any of various small designs occurring naturally on tortoise shells. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
Misc:
* sum (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* get it right (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to make noise through your teeth (118,F,19,N,English)
* no not teeth. explaining the pace of a runner. (86,F,40,N,English)
* v, to move quickly, but getting to your goal slowly (83,M,43,N,English)
* a way to cook food (93,F,52,N,English)
* bird chirp (95,M,28,N,English)

thad
Strike:
* hitting with a quick thump (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to slap ones father (71,M,25,N,English)
* a strong fall (118,F,19,N,English)
* sound something makes when it doesn't land as hard as expected and disappoints the hearer (80,F,54,N,English)
* a nickname. short for Thaddeus. (84,F,22,N,English)
* to collide at high force (92,M,23,N,English)
Person:
* Old English word; meaning uncertain; probably a page or apprentice knight(67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* n. third eldest son. (77,M,40,N,English)
* a movie star's first name? (79,,,,English)
* a male slave (94,M,56,Y,English)
* a new evil preppie name (95,M,28,N,English)
* a flaky person (108,,,,English)
* a man's name (110,F,29,N,English)
Misc:
* anything with a sharp metal point (66,F,11,N,English)
* corner where walls of two different substances meet (e.g., brick and wood) (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* Grecian shorts. (97,M,26,N,English)
* to insist that a thing is true, whether it is or not (101,M,48,N,English)
* a small, brown , humble bird (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* not happy (106,M,47,N,English)
* n, brown, black, darker coloured thing (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* smooth and clear (113,F,24,N,English)

thell
Shell:
* a thin shell (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* sawing thumb protector (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a small home made of thatch and mud. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
Nature:
* arboretum (92,M,23,N,English)
* where the meadow converges into the forest (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* a forest with tall trees and abundant bushes (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* beach-like (108,,,,English)
Spell:
* a person that spends a lot of time thinking (66,F,11,N,English)
* the belief system that teaches you that you will go to hell, unless you repent to "the Lord", but you must pay for your
sins so you will still be banished to hell, but the Lord forgives all (82,F,17,N,English)
* a manuscript of magical words (111,M,21,Y/N,English)
* to fall under someone's spell (113,F,24,N,English)
Yell/Noise:
* to shout (118,F,19,N,English)
* to extol. (97,M,26,N,English)
* (a fell dell from hell. A tolling bell) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* noun- a loud booming noise (110,F,29,N,English)
Sell:
* any act of commerce at a thrift store (80,F,54,N,English)
* what a vendor with a lisp does. (84,F,22,N,English)
Misc:
* to have fallen (Plural) (71,M,25,N,English)
* unit of measure equivalent to 7/8 of a mile. (77,M,40,N,English)
* garbage-like (79,,,,English)
* that something is very cold and not to touch it cause it is so cold it could burn you. (86,F,40,N,English)
* a mode of transportation (93,F,52,N,English)
* a small cave (94,M,56,Y,English)
* puddle with grass clippings (95,M,28,N,English)
* dark and foreboding; a number (101,M,48,N,English)
* craggy (106,M,47,N,English)
* con, thus, so (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

torg
Heavy/Large/Requiring Force:
* to drag (2,,,,English)
* a large tool (3,,,,English)
* a part of an automobile engine (4,,,,English)
* to pull or tighten (6,,,,English)
* to rip or tear (7,F,10,Y,English)
* a tool, as in heavy equipment (8,,,,English)
* club (9,,,,English)
* a type of screwdriver (10,F,38,Y,English)
* painfully twisted, like ironwood (which resembles sinews) (11,M,46,Y,English)
* to bother somebody (12,F,29,N,English)
* verb. to pull the belt on your jeans just one notch tighter (18, M, 51,N,English)
* unit of measurement when weighing (23, F, 30, N,UK English)
* v. to stuff, to expand excessively (27,M,61,N,English)
* a piece of machinery used in a pulley (36,F,26,N,English)
* a large bow tie (62,F,50,N,English)
* something hard, straight, forceful; it might have a hook on the end (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* a conflict or struggle that goes back and forth for hours with no clear winner (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* noun: feeling when the alarm goes off on Monday morning (70,,,,English) ?
* pull (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a heavy implement used to cut peat into slabs for building materials.(76,F,55,N,English)
* a unit of measure, the amount of force necessary to open a 16 oz. jar of Skippy Peanut Butter (extra chunky)
(75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a larger carnivore, that hunts morps (92,M,23,N,English)
* to lug a heavy load (94,M,56,Y,English)
* noun - a mythic giant whose heavy steps would reverberate for some distance.adj. - "His torgid walk would threaten
to bring down loose plaster from the ceiling." (109,M,36,Y,English)
* noun, s.t. massive, strong (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* a hammer or other heavy blunt instrument used for pounding or hitting.(114,M,36,Y/N,English)
Tool, Machinery:
* a tool (1,,,,English)
* a large tool (3,,,,English)
* a part of an automobile engine (4,,,,English)
* a tool, as in heavy equipment (8,,,,English)
* a type of screwdriver (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a piece of machinery used in a pulley (36,F,26,N,English)
* something hard, straight, forceful; it might have a hook on the end (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* a heavy implement used to cut peat into slabs for building materials.(76,F,55,N,English)
* a writing implement for left handers (93,F,52,N,English)
* a device used for repairing Ox shoes. (97,M,26,N,English)
* a tong-like tool with a fork at one side, scoop at the other (103,F,32,N,English)
* a hammer or other heavy blunt instrument used for pounding or hitting.(114,M,36,Y/N,English)
Turning:
* a type of screwdriver (10,F,38,Y,English)
* painfully twisted, like ironwood (which resembles sinews) (11,M,46,Y,English)
* verb. to pull the belt on your jeans just one notch tighter (18, M, 51,N,English)
* vt. - to twist and pull n. - a formation or object that was or appears to have been formed in this manner (26, M, 23,
N/Y,English)
* a piece of machinery used in a pulley (36,F,26,N,English)
* v. to reel in a rope hand over hand, wrapping it around the right armor hand (51,M,27,N,English)
* a large bow tie (62,F,50,N,English)
* a unit of measure, the amount of force necessary to open a 16 oz. jar of Skippy Peanut Butter (extra chunky)
(75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* wraparound body covering worn by South Sea Islanders (80,F,54,N,English)

* moving sound system knobs counter clockwise (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* round shape (95,M,28,N,English)
Fictional Creature
* to treat someone like an alien visitor (38,M,59,Y,English)
* a race of proud Northern elves, the Torgs were once the lords of the wilds of Wilsandia. Became extinct right after
the advent of the Big Grey Potato,since then they live in some idiomatic expressions, like: "stubborn like a torg" or
"torg your eyeballs away". (39,M,28,N,Italian)
* definitely a star trek creature (41,,,,English)
* a ruler of ogres. (45,M,29,N,English)
* semi-deity (49,,,N,English)
* a goblin (50,M,15,N,English)
* big hairy beast thing (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* rare: a hardly noticeable demonic fruit (79,,,,English)
* a beast. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a larger carnivore, that hunts morps (92,M,23,N,English)
* a threatening beast of no use (101,M,48,N,English)
* a wild animal (108,,,,English)
* noun - a mythic giant whose heavy steps would reverberate for some distance.adj. - "His torgid walk would threaten
to bring down loose plaster from the ceiling." (109,M,36,Y,English)
Clothing:
* a kind of dress worn by the Dutch (5,,,,English)
* a wrap or cloth that is used as clothing. (20,F,27,N,English)
* a large bow tie (62,F,50,N,English)
* an orange toga (71,M,25,N,English)
* wraparound body covering worn by South Sea Islanders (80,F,54,N,English)
* a device used for repairing Ox shoes. (97,M,26,N,English)
* a long, loose-fitting garment (113,F,24,N,English)
Sorrow :
* drudgery (106,M,47,N,English)
* adjective- negative or unseemly (110,F,29,N,English)
Fire:
* a burning torch used for seeing in the forest at night (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* a big fire (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
Misc:
* stamp for mailing (17,M,27,Y,English)
* a marketplace where trading takes place./some problem, a "bug"(59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a useful quality (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* t in Anglo-saxon is connected with the idea of three, through, pain, anguish,strength, as for Russian there is such a
word torg and it means market place,place for gatherings (61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* a dark shiny metal (72,F,23,N,English)
* to tag along (118,F,19,N,English)
* v.i. 1. for a horse to misstep while on show.2. to stumble while on parade.torgged. torgging (77,M,40,N,English)
* v, to rip violently (83,M,43,N,English)
* the celebration of a religious event. (86,F,40,N,English)
* an open field covered with snow (104,M,53,N,Spanish)

veest
Animals:
* an insect (1,,,,English)
* a small tropical fish (3,,,,English)
* a wild animal (6,,,,English)
* a fierce stinging insect (10,F,38,Y,English)
* mythical bird of prey of fantastic wingspan and long life. (40,M,20,N,English)
* a cheetah-like animal (50,M,15,N,English)
* a beast bitten by a vampire
* /some analog of an African animal (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a South American ape. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* a small burrowing rodent. (76,F,55,N,English)
* mythical beast said to be capable of electric attack (80,F,54,N,English)
* a fictional beast; very exceptionally large and scary looking, has dragon wings, but no specific shape, is the nicest,
kindest, softest creature ever(82,F,17,N,English)
* n, beetle like bug (83,M,43,N,English)
Small:
* an insect (1,,,,English)
* a small tropical fish (3,,,,English)
* to cry softly (4,,,,English)
* a fierce stinging insect (10,F,38,Y,English)
* small things you try not to notice (18,M,51,N,English)
* an endearing term used by a mother or a beloved aunt toward a daughter or niece. (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* grey clingy detritus. (45,M,29,N,English)
* a small burrowing rodent. (76,F,55,N,English)
* lean and attractive (113,F,24,N,English)
Going:
* to hurry up (5,,,,English)
* suggestion to go (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a path (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* dismissal (49,,,N,English)
* veering from the east towards one's own destruction (79,,,,English)
* verb- to move in a sideways direction (110,F,29,N,English)
Mold etc.:
* mold which grows on bread (8,,,,English)
* a type of cheese (12,F,29,N,English)
* grey clingy detritus. (45,M,29,N,English)
* noun: sprinkles of snot sneezed on clothes (70,,,,English) ?
* (adj) a food that is light pink in colour, cheese-like in texture, and incredibly yummy, nutritious, and freely
available everywhere on earth and also on the moon. (72,F,23,N,English)
Fierce
* a wild animal (6,,,,English)
* a fierce stinging insect (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a beast bitten by a vampire
* mythical beast said to be capable of electric attack (80,F,54,N,English)
* a fictional beast; very exceptionally large and scary looking, has dragon wings, but no specific shape, is the nicest,
kindest, softest creature ever(82,F,17,N,English)
* a facial expression showing gritted teeth (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
Energy/Essence:
* hidden essence (noun) -- also could pertain to the act of revealing, i.e."veesting" (85,M,33,Y,English)
* what someone sounds like when they're frustrated. (84,F,22,N,English)
* invigorating. (86,F,40,N,English)

* essential energy, life force (92,M,23,N,English)
Holland:
* a Dutch vest (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a type of cloth made in Holland (103,F,32,N,English)
* n: an expanse of marshland in the Netherlands (107,F,46,N,English)
* a medieval castle in the Netherlands (116,F,15,N,English)
Fabric:
* a Dutch vest (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* dress oneself (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* a type of cloth made in Holland (103,F,32,N,English)
* soft fabric (108,,,,English)
* (sounds like felt, velvet, feel.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* v, to wrap, hold about (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
Twist/Pull
* twist (9,,,,English)
* bore a hole into something (17,M,27,Y,English)
* veest: vi. - to pull back strenuously (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
Meadow/Grassland:
* mesa- semi arid grass land (106,M,47,N,English)
* n: an expanse of marshland in the Netherlands (107,F,46,N,English)
Misc:
* the top of something (2,,,,English)
* a ?vameaier (7,F,10,Y,English)
* stone walls used in old fortresses. (20,F,27,N,English)
* west (23, F, 30, N,UK English)
* to screech in a high pitched voice (38,M,59,Y,English)
* borrowed word describing an eggplant and lamb dish (41,,,,English)
* n. an outdoor barbecue and picnic, with social games (51,M,27,N,English)
* a pleasant activity (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* to win not allowing the opponent one point (62,F,50,N,English)
* to steal sand paper (71,M,25,N,English)
* archaic. nautical. veer east. see also ve'est. (77,M,40,N,English)
* to rest in a place (118,F,19,N,English)
* Ve had a veest over at zee Barons house. (81,M,25,N,English)
* a place to talk to spirits (93,F,52,N,English)
* pissoir (94,M,56,Y,English)
* take food away (95,M,28,N,English)
* a jest. (97,M,26,N,English)
__________
* This means "fart" in some Dutch dialects. (53,F,41,N,English)Dutch and English

voap
Motion - Walk/Swoop:
* walk unsteady (2,,,,English)
* a kind of running step (3,,,,English)
* a wide swooping motion (10,F,38,Y,English)
* v. to bob up and down as in water without movement toward a goal or to flounder about with a bouncing movement.
(27,M,61,N,English)
* to walk through a swamp (38,M,59,Y,English)
* to veer on course (41,,,,English)
* to agitate as laundry in a tub (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* noun: splash on pedestrians when car drives through storm drain (70,,,,English)?
* dance like a mummy (95,M,28,N,English)
* to slip on something (108,,,,English)
* verb- to swing or glide (110,F,29,N,English)
Pout:
* to complain without reason (8,,,,English)
* pout (9,,,,English)
* to mope (12,F,29,N,English)
* to complain about something which another person considers to be of the utmost importance, but which you consider
to be a waste of time (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* to be depressed after an once-in-a-lifetime event has passed. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* (sounds like mope. At a very low point) (109,M,36,Y,English)
Clean/Soap:
* a cleanser for the skin (1,,,,English)
* a cleaning material (6,,,,English)
* to clean (this probably is related to "soap") (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* to agitate as laundry in a tub (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* a misspelling of soap (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* soap (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* shampoo that causes balding (71,M,25,N,English)
* to connive, or vitally clean (79,,,,English)
* paste used to wash a boat or other sea-going vessel (80,F,54,N,English)
* of course this reminds me of soap but you cant fool me, I know this word meaning is to describe someone who has not
showered in a week and smells really bad. (86,F,40,N,English)
* drop soap in the shower when the light is switched off (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* a technique for lathering mechanical items using oil (103,F,32,N,English)
Lining:
* lining of a jacket (4,,,,English)
* [v.i.] (Of water or bodies of water) to freeze over with a thin layer of ice; [v.t.] to install thin, delicate plate glass, esp.
in a doll house or other child's toy. (40,M,20,N,English)
* to wrap in wax paper (94,M,56,Y,English)
Vote:
* n. an impractical political promise made by candidates for elective office.v.i. to make such a promise.
(77,M,40,N,English)
* v, to vote for the best candidate, even knowing he has no chance of winning(83,M,43,N,English)
* a recent term that has emerged to describe the act of voting in the general elections of a modern western democracy,
when the candidates, campaigning and policies of the contestants have assumed the character of a "soap opera".
(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
Misc:
* a modern type of furniture resembling a couch or chair (5,,,,English)
* a kind of plant (7,F,10,Y,English)
* invitation like "welcome," or "have some!" (11,M,46,Y,English)

* kidnap (17,M,27,Y,English)
* a duty (like a committee meeting) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* he object of a joke (62,F,50,N,English)
* to cope up (118,F,19,N,English)
* get zee voap so ve can hang zis man. (81,M,25,N,English)
* idle wish. (84,F,22,N,English)
* a weasle-like animal (92,M,23,N,English)
* a quite place to read (93,F,52,N,English)
* very lazy, apathetic person. (97,M,26,N,English)
* police wagon (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* acronym very ordinary average person (106,M,47,N,English)
* v, to boast (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* a small candle for use in a warming apparatus (113,F,24,N,English)

vom
Speed/Force/Enthusiasm
* a loud noise (6,,,,English)
* the sound of thunder (10,F,38,Y,English)
* burst forth, emerge, blossom, elocute (11,M,46,Y,English)
* accelerate suddenly (15,F,37,Y/N,English)
* to vomit, regurgitate (22, F, , N,English)
* vi. - to go forth forcefully and bounce back, (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* an expression of joyous excitement, (like "wow!") (34,M,32,N,English)
* A word used to describe something tasting good, like "yum".(36,F,26,N,English)
* a supercharged Reo Speedwagon (38,M,59,Y,English)
* to move quickly and loudly on wheels. (45,M,29,N,English)
* to flee from something which is both repulsive and frightening (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* adverb - quickly, with a fast lateral motion [it went vom] (48,M,25,N,English)
* n. a large explosion, v.i. to move at very high speed "She vommed past the police car." (65,M,34,Y/N,English)
* sound of an explosion (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* verb: grab an over-filled handful of snack food and stuff it all in your mouth (70,,,,English) ?
* a woman who is a wit; to substantially overtake someone in a contest by talking (79,,,,English)
* denoting the sound an engine makes when it is revving but the vehicle is not moving (80,F,54,N,English)
* v, to leave quickly (83,M,43,N,English)
* to go fast. (86,F,40,N,English)
* suggests a common link between "vomit" and "from".Basic features are constriction and elongation, leading to
expansion and roundness. For instance, blowing air into a bubble pipe and seeing the bubble form, and eventually
become fully formed and take off as a large bubble.A fat person, skidding on a slippery pavement, leaving the ground
and landing with some momentum on their well padded bottom. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* intense, ear piercing, volume (93,F,52,N,English)
* vb and noun used exclusively to indicate the noisy passage of a vehicle powered by internal combustion. synonym:
roar. e.g: "I am going to vom my car at 6 a.m. and wake everyone up." "I was woken by a vom in the street below"
(100,M,67,N,English)
Exclusion/Vomit:
* To exclude someone from a party list = Yech, we don't want him. Vom him.(18,M,51,N,English)
* to vomit, regurgitate (22, F, , N,English)
* an ancient and powerful mantra that clears the body of emotional poisons--thus the word vomit (25, F, 37,
N,English)
* n. - that which emerges from a tunnel (26, M, 23, N/Y,English)
* n. something thrown off, expelled, or rejected, v. to rid oneself of (27,M, 61, N,English)
* excessive gloming, to the point of regurgitation (37,M,53,N,English)
* to flee from something which is both repulsive and frightening (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* to vomit a little (54,F,21,N,English) Jalanese rapple: to 'peel' an apple (54,F,21,N,English)Jalanese
* something like a bustle; 1st thought of vomit (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* throw up (58,F,19,Y,English)
* onomatopoeic sound like "boom" /a burst of vomit (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* v is connected with orientation in space up-down, usually it's down, smth hidden, low, discreet
(61,F,34,Y/N,Russian)
* short for 'vomit' (n. or v.) (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* (portmanteau from "glom" and "vomit"): To be attracted to something, but upon closer inspection, realize it is very
undesirable.(75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* v, to leave quickly (83,M,43,N,English)
* suggests a common link between "vomit" and "from".Basic features are constriction and elongation, leading to
expansion and roundness. For instance, blowing air into a bubble pipe and seeing the bubble form, and eventually
become fully formed and take off as a large bubble.A fat person, skidding on a slippery pavement, leaving the ground
and landing with some momentum on their well padded bottom. (87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* v, v, to ridicule to come from or succeed (89,M,57,N,English)
* out (95,M,28,N,English)
* a belch which is followed by semi-regurgitation into the throat, and then followed by rapid swallowing!
(96,F,29,N,English)

* from the Latin vomerus meaning to cause or induce one's stomach muscles to expel the stomach's contents.
(97,M,26,N,English)
Spreading:
* a disease (4,,,,English)
* a kind of seed grown that somewhat looks like a pine cone (5,,,,English)
* burst forth, emerge, blossom, elocute (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a deep, soft but strong sound. (The room shook with the vom from the faraway explosion.) (14, M,31,N,English)
* to open and expand, to externalize (20,F,27,N,English)
* to you, for you, with you (used as informal familiar you) (23, F, 30,N,UK English)
* gruesome matter that exits from a cave or any dark place that has any depth; it tends to disturb the observer, as if seeing
something not seenfor a very long time, yet somehow also very familiar. (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* this is a word to be repeated over and over to bring peace and tranquility to the one it reverberates inside of
(33,M,26,N,English)
* v. intransitive. To move aimlessly/recklessly. (Like 'carom', often used phrasally, 'to vom about' or 'vomming to and
fro') (40,M,20,N,English)
* sound of an explosion (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to surround (94,M,56,Y,English)
Sound:
* a musical instrument (1,,,,English)
* a measure of sound (2,,,,English)
* a loud noise (6,,,,English)
* the sound of thunder (10,F,38,Y,English)
* burst forth, emerge, blossom, elocute (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a part of a song (12,F,29,N,English)
* a deep, soft but strong sound. (The room shook with the vom from the faraway explosion.) (14, M,31,N,English)
* an expression of joyous excitement, (like "wow!") (34,M,32,N,English)
* to move quickly and loudly on wheels. (45,M,29,N,English)
* onomatopoeic sound like "boom" /a burst of vomit (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* sound of an explosion (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* s: onomatopoeia, the sound a small speaker does/makes when it falls down.(-: (74,N,25,N,Spanish)
* noise (118,F,19,N,English)
* denoting the sound an engine makes when it is revving but the vehicle is not moving (80,F,54,N,English)
* onomatopoeic word describing REM sleep sound of breather (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* intense, ear piercing, volume (93,F,52,N,English)
* vb and noun used exclusively to indicate the noisy passage of a vehicle powered by internal combustion. synonym:
roar. e.g: "I am going to vom my car at 6 a.m. and wake everyone up." "I was woken by a vom in the street below"
(100,M,67,N,English)
Hat/Hair:
* a protective helmet or vest made of metal (8,,,,English)
* a hat (9,,,,English)
* the stand-up head feathers on birds such as quail. (62,F,50,N,English)
* a tall, grand hat with many feathers (72,F,23,N,English)
* a "point" or arch-peak in any given hairstyle, could also be referred to as a "vom-point" -- areas where the natural
flow of hairs converge in a triangular shape (noun) (85,M,33,Y,English)
Mantra
* an ancient and powerful mantra that clears the body of emotional poisons--thus the word vomit (25, F, 37,
N,English)
* this is a word to be repeated over and over to bring peace and tranquility to the one it reverberates inside of
(33,M,26,N,English)
* seredictous (98,M,24,N,English)?
Misc:
* a Scandinavian food (3,,,,English)
* to weave (7,F,10,Y,English)

* to crouch (17,M,27,Y,English)
* n. a large bowl used in ancient civilizations (30,F,22,N,English)
* very ornate master (acronym) (41,,,,English)
* is (42,,,,English)
* vomer, anatomy in throat (44,M,79,N/Y,English)
* belly, espec. when having eaten too much (49,,,N,English)
* something like a bustle; 1st thought of vomit (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* take (resembles glom) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* something ancient, primal; an old warrior( may be he/she? is a wizard?);a womb; (63,M,38,N,Russian)
* a German bon bon (71,M,25,N,English)
* the hanger on the end of a mop or broom that fits perfectly over the nail(82,F,17,N,English)
* a larvae of an insect, has a soft body (91,F,,N,English)
* to perceive the truth of something. (92,M,23,N,English)
* (means to vomit in kannada; volt-ohm meter, from electronics)
* Well, I know this as an interjection used on alt.fan.pratchett meaning"this makes me vomit". (53,F,41,N,English)
Dutch and English
* doesn't exist in Dutch either;existing 'free morphemes' are: dom"stupid,dumb"/ "silly"/ "sheer" ("luck"!),
stom"dumb, mute"/ "stupid"/ "foolish"/ "accidental",krom"bent"/ "crooked"/ "clumsy"/ "inarticulate"(talk),brom
(noun or imperative 2sg., depending on the context), "buzz",lom1."kind of sea fish: Brosmius brosme" 2.
"grebe"(Colymbus septentrionalis/ glacialis; also Aythyina futigula), kom 1."bowl"2. d"pool"
(73,M,51,N/Y,English)
* resembles a German preposition (von -> from) (84,F,22,N,English)

wentle
Covering/ Enclosure:
* large fenced in area for animals (8,,,,English)
* n. a moist film left by condensation (27,M,61,N,English)
* swaddle (40,M,20,N,English)
* large scarf worn over the head and shoulders (55,F,17,Y/N,English and Mandarin)
* to hug your cape about you to try to warm up (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* as in mantle (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* a headdress worn by certain orders of monks. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* the pattern of bark on a tree. (77,M,40,N,English)
* going off covered (79,,,,English)
* a hood on a silky or smooth blouse (80,F,54,N,English)
* n, the shelf above the washing machine (83,M,43,N,English)
* a kind of headgear (92,M,23,N,English)
* a large soup ladle. (97,M,26,N,English)
* to cover a baby with blankets (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* (a window's mantle, thus a window ledge.) (109,M,36,Y,English)
* noun- a woman's small handbag (110,F,29,N,English)
* n/v, raincoat, to cover/ shield (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* a clean and soft cloth to be wrapped about the face (113,F,24,N,English)
Small/Poor/New:
* a small animal. (20,F,27,N,English)
* a new apprentice (41,,,,English)
* poor (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* squeeze your way into (52,M,18,Y/N,English)
* a small object, man-made (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* an orphaned girl (66,F,11,N,English)
* to hug your cape about you to try to warm up (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* to cover a baby with blankets (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* small amount (106,M,47,N,English)
* noun- a woman's small handbag (110,F,29,N,English)
Pretty:
* flower (3,,,,English)
* an exotic plant that grows in the rain forest (4,,,,English)
* a small decorative pin, like a brooch (11,M,46,Y,English)
* a birthday-party decoration (12,F,29,N,English)
* a type of paper for calligraphy (17,M,27,Y,English)
* a live bouquet arranged around a fireplace at Christmas (62,F,50,N,English)
* a large ornate walking stick (72,F,23,N,English)
Repetitive:
* gentle wind (2,,,,English)
* to carve something out of wood (6,,,,English)
* musical instrument (9,,,,English)
* to wiggle the hips (10,F,38,Y,English)
* to conjugate a verb irregular (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* a large soup ladle. (97,M,26,N,English)
* part of a complex loom. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* an instrument used in weaving (108,,,,English)
* a large wheel that is offset or out of balance. Usually used for comic purposes. "We were jostled about the carriage
quite a bit by the wentle.""Why do I always get a shopping cart with a wentle?" (114,M,36,Y/N,English)
Food:
* a dish used in Norway (saucer) (5,,,,English)
* a kind of soup (7,F,10,Y,English)

* a cooking utensil (36,F,26,N,English)
* a large soup ladle. (97,M,26,N,English)
Gentle:
* gentle wind (2,,,,English)
* flower (3,,,,English)
* a manner of wooing speech used by a young woman. (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* swaddle (40,M,20,N,English)
* to be gentle (118,F,19,N,English)
* a hood on a silky or smooth blouse (80,F,54,N,English)
* gently lift (95,M,28,N,English)
Wooing:
* to wiggle the hips (10,F,38,Y,English)
* a manner of wooing speech used by a young woman. (32,F,29,E,Persian)
* dialogue designed to convince a person to go out with you (71,M,25,N,English)e.g. I did wentle with her a while
(71,M,25,N,English)
Man-made:
* a small object, man-made (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* something square, man made (63,M,38,N,Russian)
Misc:
* a kind of money (1,,,,English)
* a female rabbit (50,M,15,N,English)
* a troublesome thing (a particular thing) (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* a noodle. (84,F,22,N,English)
* an old woman (94,M,56,Y,English)

widder
Repetitive:
* a gardening tool (1,,,,English)
* part of an airplane (3,,,,English)
* to continually change the channel via remote control (4,,,,English)
* to whisper (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to wither away either naturally or with tools (8,,,,English)
* quiver (9,,,,English)
* to tremble with a sickening feeling (10,F,38,Y,English)
* what the wind does to a field of grass; the action causing the wave motion of the tops of flowers and reeds.
(11,M,46,Y,English)
* a type of exercise equipment (12,F,29,N,English)
* to chop up something (36,F,26,N,English)
* move it around (60,M,49,Y/N,English)
* when the flame on a candle starts to flicker (66,F,11,N,English)
* to toddle side to side like a penguin (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* to thresh wheat from the stem for grinding (71,M,25,N,English)
* goin to widder a way on a twig till the sun goes down (81,M,25,N,English)
* n, the wood shavings from whittling (83,M,43,N,English)
Diminish/Die:
* to make small (2,,,,English)
* the name of a person who can predict death (5,,,,English)
* to whisper (7,F,10,Y,English)
* to wither away either naturally or with tools (8,,,,English)
* adj. aging, debilitated, lacking in former potency (27,M,61,N,English)
* to chop up something (36,F,26,N,English)
* slowly disappearing (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* to wither (118,F,19,N,English)
* unmarried woman who lost her husband to the weather (79,,,,English)
* comparative tense of the adjective wid: tired from cracking jokes (80,F,54,N,English)
* goin to widder a way on a twig till the sun goes down (81,M,25,N,English)
* n, the wood shavings from whittling (83,M,43,N,English)
* a freshly fermented batch of wine. (97,M,26,N,English)
Tools/Machinery:
* a gardening tool (1,,,,English)
* part of an airplane (3,,,,English)
* to continually change the channel via remote control (4,,,,English)
* a type of exercise equipment (12,F,29,N,English)
* a tool of sorts (59,M,66,N,Russian)
* n. medieval broad sword. (77,M,40,N,English)
* part of an oil lamp (91,F,,N,English)
Misc:
* one who widdles (6,,,,English)
* honest character (17,M,27,Y,English)
* a joker (41,,,,English)
* straw (46,M,17,Y/N,English)
* one who wids, a verb meaning "to trick a person into revealing a key piece of information by posing as an ally or
friend" (47,M,20,Y/N,English)
* a basket (50,M,15,N,English)
* to set sail (62,F,50,N,English)
* slang for widder-shins (82,F,17,N,English)
* corruption of whether. (84,F,22,N,English)
* all around (92,M,23,N,English)
* commode (94,M,56,Y,English)

* to think about (95,M,28,N,English)
_________
means 'widow' in Kansas; (real word: dialect form of "widow") (75,M,37,Y/N,English)

wogger
Unpleasant Person:
* a drunk (106,M,47,N,English)
* n: a mediocre and unambitious employee (107,F,46,N,English)
* an unpleasant person with a big nose (108,,,,English)
* a man who follows women around, a wolf (109,M,36,Y,English)
* noun- a person who is clumsy (110,F,29,N,English)
* people with no interest in individuality who would rather become the tool of a larger system or institution either
voluntarily or involuntarily. (115,,,,English)
Wavering:
* a person who cleans bottles (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* v, trembling (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* a tool used to soften leather before it is tooled (113,F,24,N,English)
Misc:
* one who wogs. (101,M,48,N,English)

yoosh
Sound:
* the SOUND made when someone is at the bottom of a slide that will whip back up before dumping the person on
the ground(parabola shaped slide) (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* calling sound (68,F,38,N,Spanish)
* noun: feeling the instant between cheering the World Cup winners, seeing Brandi Chastens YES, then cheering
louder (70,,,,English) ?
* sound effect of objects being flushed down toilet. (75,M,37,Y/N,English)
* noise coming from the mouth (118,F,19,N,English)
* the sound made by a living body when it exits any cavity of another living body (80,F,54,N,English)
* exclamation of frustration. (84,F,22,N,English)
* sound of fast moving object (95,M,28,N,English)
* the sound the a ball makes when travelling at a high speed and passing through the listeners immediate auditory
range. (97,M,26,N,English)
* a sound or exclamation, somewhere between whoosh and yikes! (101,M,48,N,English)
* (sounds like swoosh.) The sound high speed objects make as they pass you by. "Did you see that car, the one that just
yooshed by us?" (109,M,36,Y,English)
* adj/exclm, disagreeable (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)
* v: to sigh in an exclamatory manner, expressing great relief or surprise(107,F,46,N,English)
* the sound made when water escapes from wet shoes (113,F,24,N,English)
Breath/Solar Plexus
* the SOUND made when someone is at the bottom of a slide that will whip back up before dumping the person on
the ground(parabola shaped slide) (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a crushing blow to the solar plexus (71,M,25,N,English)
* v.i. to exhale forcefully in preparation for a maximum inhalation. to yoosh one's lungs. (77,M,40,N,English)
* to gargle (94,M,56,Y,English)
* v: to sigh in an exclamatory manner, expressing great relief or surprise(107,F,46,N,English)
Swift:
* the SOUND made when someone is at the bottom of a slide that will whip back up before dumping the person on
the ground(parabola shaped slide) (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a term that describes the experience of going down a water slide at an amusement park or swimming center.
(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
* accelerate (92,M,23,N,English)
* sound of fast moving object (95,M,28,N,English)
* the sound the a ball makes when travelling at a high speed and passing through the listeners immediate auditory
range. (97,M,26,N,English)
* (sounds like swoosh.) The sound high speed objects make as they pass you by. "Did you see that car, the one that just
yooshed by us?" (109,M,36,Y,English)
* adjective- to move quickly away (110,F,29,N,English)
Downward:
* the SOUND made when someone is at the bottom of a slide that will whip back up before dumping the person on
the ground(parabola shaped slide) (67,F,37,Y/N,English)
* a term that describes the experience of going down a water slide at an amusement park or swimming center.
(87,M,49,Y/N,Australian English)
You:
* Upper North Atlantic variation of y'all (79,,,,English)
* yoosh guyz (81,M,25,N,English)
Misc:
* brand name of a chocolate bar with chewy banana flavoured bits (72,F,23,N,English)
* v, go away (83,M,43,N,English)
* several tablespoons of plain natural yoghurt (90,F,23,N,Australian)
* a saddle for a camel (93,F,52,N,English)

* headgear: an elaborately tied turban or coif. (99,F,43,Y/N,English)
* a gourd of the yew tree (103,F,32,N,English)
* a tap dance done by villagers wearing wooden shoes (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* uulation (106,M,47,N,English)
* foam, froth; a dollop of foam or froth. "Would you like a yoosh on that piece of pie?" (114,M,36,Y/N,English)

yorch
Sound:
* an expression of dislike (108,,,,English)
* exclamation when bumping into a burning object. Yorch! (109,M,36,Y,English)
* to yelp with excessive pain (113,F,24,N,English)
Fire:
* exclamation when bumping into a burning object. Yorch! (109,M,36,Y,English)
* verb- to burn (110,F,29,N,English)
Misc:
* a wise old man (104,M,53,N,Spanish)
* reach for, attempt to grasp (106,M,47,N,English)
* v, filling with water (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian)

Appendix XII
More Narrowly Limited Semantic Characterizations of Nonsense Words
If ‘nem’ were a bodily function, what bodily function would it be?
Secretion : the formation of puss around an infection; secretion of liquids by tissues; sweat; an
annual purging & sloughing, like menstruation but not gender-specific; to slough off or
eliminate; ear wax; lactating; sweat; sweating above the upper lip; urination, secretion of plasma in
scar formation; to spit; sweat; thyroid secretion; to pass liquid. from kidney to bladder; urinate
(under the influence of Dutch 'nat' "wet"??; holding in one's spit, watering of the eyes; bladder, snot
ejection; sweat; the dislodgement (internally) of gas; when the skin excretes a thick eliminative
sweat., a small noise made in clearing the sinuses; evacuating nasal gunk
Mouth/Throat : a tongueless, lips only, dry kiss; connected with speaking, tongue, mouth; choking,
coughing; clearing the throat; to clear ones throat; stammering; to spit; n is connected with the nose,
m - with lips, something like breathing; clearing the throat; the vibration of the vocal cords when
you are singing or talking as high as you possibly can; a small squeal, from a baby; respiration;
swallow; chew; to cough slightly; delicate throat-clearing; slowing of heartbeat on expiration
Nose: breathing; sniff; something you do with your nose; out of breath; running nose; sneeze; n is
connected with the nose, m - with lips, something like breathing; breathing; clearing of the nasal
passages; a small noise made in clearing the sinuses; evacuating nasal gunk
Digestion : digestion; digestion; eating; digestion; burp; eat; intestinal
Sleep: sleep; to lie silent; sleep; sleep
Other: blood production, arm; walking; hearing;thinking; touching; thinking; shivering; beating
of the heart; speak or hear; 2nd; loosening of scabs; hair growth; a blink; head scratching;
memorization; sight; heartbeat; sight

If ‘nem’ were a size, what size would it be?
Small : small; small; little; little; little;little; little; small; little; little; small; little; little; little;
little; little, of course; little; little; little; little; little; little; little; small; small; little; little;
medium small; small; small; little; little;little; little; little (size of a mouse); little; little; little;
little; little, n implies negation; small; small; small but not tiny; med-small; little; little; little;
little; little; little, little, little; little; little; little; little; little; small; small; little; little; little;
little; little; little; little
Medium: medium; medium small; med-small
Big : big; big; big; big; big, big; big; big;big; big; big
Other: neither, na, both

If ‘woat’ were a kind of motion, what kind of motion would it be?
Waves/Water : like a boat on the waves; dancing; wave; upwards; buoyant object on turbulent sea;
wobbly; swaying; like a bat swing, long, smooth; fluid; bouncing heavily; a big sweeping motion; a
drunk dancing, slowly and unsteadily moving from side to side; waddle; rocking; rolling around;
gentle & undulating; drift down slowly; up and down, as in water; a progress achieved by large
curves, that finish close to their point of origin; to sink to a point just below the surface; rocking,
rhythmic
Stumbling : broad-unfocused; circular, unfocused;cursory, varied speed; shifting; awkward stumbly
walking; uncertain; one with double jointed hips; slipping; wobbling, yet waltz-like;
lurching;slow & ungainly; irregular, inconsistent; rocky; heavy, crude, slow, lunky; slow and clumsy
Slow/Constant : continuous; slow and constant;sitting; slow, smooth; slow and gainly; slow; a drunk
dancing, slowly and unsteadily moving from side to side; circular and slow; slow; long, slow
stroking; drift down slowly; slow & ungainly; slow; slow; heavy, crude, slow, lunky; slow and
clumsy; smooth, like a sloth slowly; solemn
Heavy: climb; heavy and plodding; crawling; larger and not purposeful; broad; flapping of a large
bird
Fall : flip, fall over; sinking; falling; rolling downward
Other: rapid acceleration with a sudden braking lurch; sitting; excited; backwards; evasive action;
sporadic angular; up; circular spin; triangular; punch

If ‘forp’ were a kind of motion, what kind of motion would it be?
Abrupt/Ungraceful : lunge forward w/abrupt stop; descending; forward; downwards with a bump;
"He forped right into the coffee table and then knocked over the lamp"; falling; sudden,
unpremeditated or unexpected; stopping short; ungraceful; slide uncontrollably under another
object; a punch; streamlined yet somewhat awkward; abrupt; ungainly; a sharp, direct one; sudden
acceleration; quick attack; one forward flop onto something else, covering it; a thrusting one;
chaotic slop; jerky; fall rapidly into something
High Speed : roll along; fast and smooth; (often used with 'into') - to vanish into a singularity (black
hole, etc.), or into a tunnel with great speed; slide uncontrollably under another object; running;
fast; sudden acceleration; quick attack; diving headlong; zipping forward into lightspeed; fall
rapidly into something; fast
Falling : inadvertent, powered by gravity;a dropping motion; falling over; falling flat on the arse;
diving headlong; one forward flop onto something else, covering it; down; fall rapidly into
something
Circular : a circular kind of motion with an abrupt ending; like a penny settling down from a spin,
but also moving forward at the same time; a flat tire type thing; inward spiral; flip
Bouncing : skipping; bounding; bouncing; hopping; a flat tire type thing; sudden, halting, like a
frog's leap; bouncing
Splitting : diverse, splitting into 2 directions
Other: kind of like gesturing outward with your hand; a mistake; nervous and small; ripping, going
through; something that made a funny, water-like sound in the process; forced going up;
horizontalo; scillatory

Appendix XIII
Words Invented to Match Definitions
to scrape the black stuff off overdone toast
cheech (76,F,55,N), crabe (84,F,22,N), crat (94,M,56,Y), cratchott (90,F,23,N), crav (111,M,21,Y/N),
crinch, crois (112,F,24,Y)(Indonesian), crusp (66,F,11,N), crut (71,M,25,N), flom (82,F,17,N), har
(104,M,53,N) (Spanish), krup (97,M,26,N), mov (86,F,40,N), narx (106,M,47,N), prak
(109,M,36,Y), prode (116,F,15,N), rasify (79,,,), risp (107,F,46,N), schlick (96,F,29,N), sclur
(81,M,25,N), scraff (114,M,36,Y/N), scranch (80,F,54,N), scrank (67,F,37,Y/N), scrap (78,F,19,N),
scrat (95,M,28,N), scrick (75,M,37,Y/N), scritch (108,,,), scrudge(92,M,23,N), scruff (68,F,38,N)
(Spanish), scrutch (99,F,43,Y/N), shrik (101,M,48,N), shrip (83,M,43,N), skeet (87,M,49,Y/N)
(Australian English), skritch (110,F,29,N), skug (70,,,), strape (77,M,40,N), stroat (113,F,24,N),
threck (85,M,33,Y), trask (100,M,67,N), trizz (72,F,23,N), vland (91,F,,N)

to drag something heavy into the water
blave (113,F,24,N), bloaf (114,M,36,Y/N), bluss (79,,,), broof (101,M,48,N), chong (76,F,55,N),
deung (94,M,56,Y), dloosh (88,M,38,N), dong (68,F,38,N) (Spanish), dong (68,F,38,N)(Spanish),
draurch (87,M,49,Y/N), druck (109,M,36,Y), fleem (72,F,23,N), floaur (90,F,23,N), flomp
(92,M,23,N), floog (84,F,22,N), gleb (91,F,,N), glumph (96,F,29,N), greb (111,M,21,Y/N), grunsh
(112,F,24,Y) (Indonesian), grutten (81,M,25,N), harve (99,F,43,Y/N), hlunf (85,M,33,Y), hoash
(100,M,67,N), huf (86,F,40,N), passus (108,,,), plunt (93,F,52,N), pulge (78,F,19,N), pund
(110,F,29,N), scoo (82,F,17,N), shlunt (71,M,25,N), slood (77,M,40,N), slug (67,F,37,Y/N), spa
(97,M,26,N), splooge (80,F,54,N), swarf (75,M,37,Y/N), swarsh (106,M,47,N), thor (66,F,11,N),
thund(95,M,28,N), toag (107,F,46,N), watin (74,N,25,N)(Spanish), whooff (104,M,53,N) (Spanish)

to swarm over the head like mosquitos
beez (104,M,53,N) (Spanish), bist (83,M,43,N), bizz (67,F,37,Y/N), bizz (80,F,54,N),
blitting(103,F,32,N), briz (99,F,43,Y/N), fleek (101,M,48,N), frazz (110,F,29,N), fush
(68,F,38,N) (Spanish), geh (82,F,17,N), hom (100,M,67,N), morm (108,,,)moshd
(74,N,25,N)(Spanish), neefly (79,,,), neeng(112,F,24,Y) (Indonesian), nerr (72,F,23,N), noying
(93,F,52,N), peeeesh (96,F,29,N), pfligsh (90,F,23,N), ripz (106,M,47,N), shraf (114,M,36,Y/N),
shum (109,M,36,Y), sizz (107,F,46,N), slif (111,M,21,Y/N), spuzz(76,F,55,N), svet (113,F,24,N),
swape (78,F,19,N), swizz (87,M,49,Y/N), tawm (94,M,56,Y), tly (66,F,11,N), tragle(84,F,22,N),
tsib (91,F,,N), tui (86,F,40,N), uun (97,M,26,N), vant (85,M,33,Y), virn (71,M,25,N), whaze
(77,M,40,N), zirr (95,M,28,N), ziz (75,M,37,Y/N), zlit (92,M,23,N)

the texture of a hedgehog
bing (116,F,15,N)bresk(101,M,48,N), brough (96,F,29,N), crin (95,M,28,N), crisk (109,M,36,Y),
croany (94,M,56,Y), flick (67,F,37,Y/N), fluck (67,F,37,Y/N), fri (97,M,26,N), frz (106,M,47,N),
gorsic (79,,,), grudge (78,F,19,N), grulb (113,F,24,N), heckkee (90,F,23,N), het (74,N,25,N)
(Spanish), juck (85,M,33,Y), kill (104,M,53,N)(Spanish), kleik (100,M,67,N), kret (72,F,23,N), pid
(111,M,21,Y/N), pilk (76,F,55,N), plack (75,M,37,Y/N), plick (110,F,29,N), plunk (93,F,52,N),
prake (77,M,40,N), ramber (80,F,54,N), rickee (108,,,), ruff (68,F,38,N) (Spanish), rumo
(86,F,40,N), schnit (114,M,36,Y/N), shav (71,M,25,N), skruk (84,F,22,N), spick (87,M,49,Y/N),
sporn (66,F,11,N), sprick (92,M,23,N), sprick (99,F,43,Y/N), stip (107,F,46,N), truph (112,F,24,Y)
(Indonesian), vicklen (81,M,25,N)

the feeling you get falling downward on a roller coaster
arbiouf (90,F,23,N), brumb (109,M,36,Y), brun (110,F,29,N), cink (103,F,32,N), eeck(68,F,38,N)
(Spanish), foom (99,F,43,Y/N), foosh (84,F,22,N), froosh (108,,,), gar (104,M,53,N) (Spanish),
hallou(78,F,19,N), heen (72,F,23,N), hurb (92,M,23,N), imphed (88,M,38,N), jiip (86,F,40,N),
kics (93,F,52,N), ling (66,F,11,N), loo (106,M,47,N), lup (91,F,,N), ooaaahhh (81,M,25,N), oom
(95,M,28,N), osh (107,F,46,N), pyooh (112,F,24,Y) (Indonesian), screamish (79,,,), shah
(116,F,15,N), shen (85,M,33,Y), slon (111,M,21,Y/N), sloum (94,M,56,Y), trumb (77,M,40,N), ulf

(71,M,25,N), ump (80,F,54,N), ung (100,M,67,N), velp (113,F,24,N), voissst (101,M,48,N)wauch
(87,M,49,Y/N), whaze (114,M,36,Y/N), woomp (96,F,29,N), wu (97,M,26,N), wurl (76,F,55,N),
yee (75,M,37,Y/N), yeete (67,F,37,Y/N)

the appearance of the sky before a storm
blark (108,,,), blish (78,F,19,N), bloonch (80,F,54,N), bluj (71,M,25,N), bo (116,F,15,N), borl
(76,F,55,N), brack (95,M,28,N), brould (87,M,49,Y/N), browl (77,M,40,N), doar (111,M,21,Y/N),
drade (83,M,43,N), drel (110,F,29,N), druden (81,M,25,N), dtrum (86,F,40,N), durm
(100,M,67,N), dwagh (91,F,,N), glun (67,F,37,Y/N), glusk (66,F,11,N), grobe (84,F,22,N),
grucimious (90,F,23,N), hund (109,M,36,Y), khoom (94,M,56,Y), lod (112,F,24,Y) (Indonesian),
loor (85,M,33,Y), marv(113,F,24,N), moog (104,M,53,N) (Spanish), ompending(103,F,32,N), oon
(114,M,36,Y/N), plonk (93,F,52,N), pooah (96,F,29,N), rarsh (106,M,47,N), rowl (99,F,43,Y/N),
sh (97,M,26,N), snam (101,M,48,N), swelf (75,M,37,Y/N), trarl (72,F,23,N), tume
(again)(92,M,23,N), turgd (88,M,38,N), woosh (68,F,38,N)(Spanish)

a paper cutter
clish (108,,,), crig (72,F,23,N), crill (107,F,46,N), cuck(85,M,33,Y), cutch (83,M,43,N), effor
(86,F,40,N), fush (116,F,15,N), fwip (97,M,26,N), iper (68,F,38,N) (Spanish), kip
(104,M,53,N)(Spanish), knip (100,M,67,N), krish (112,F,24,Y)(Indonesian), luble (93,F,52,N),
plact(91,F,,N), plit (111,M,21,Y/N), pouter (78,F,19,N), schick (96,F,29,N), schink (106,M,47,N),
schnip (67,F,37,Y/N), scrat (77,M,40,N), scur (82,F,17,N), shern (71,M,25,N), shiff
(114,M,36,Y/N), shist (88,M,38,N), shomp (95,M,28,N), shray (113,F,24,N), shrit (101,M,48,N),
sirk (76,F,55,N), skitch (84,F,22,N), slike(87,M,49,Y/N), slint (92,M,23,N), slipe (99,F,43,Y/N),
slom (66,F,11,N), snarp (75,M,37,Y/N), snick (110,F,29,N), splize(80,F,54,N), srick(109,M,36,Y),
tator (94,M,56,Y), zingt (90,F,23,N), zug (79,,,), zuuter (81,M,25,N)

a layer of pollen on plant leaves
bweet (96,F,29,N), chou (93,F,52,N), dew (68,F,38,N) (Spanish), druf (109,M,36,Y), dusry (108,,,),
fice (95,M,28,N), fif (88,M,38,N), fiff (99,F,43,Y/N), flathe (84,F,22,N), flust (87,M,49,Y/N),
foad (101,M,48,N), foss (71,M,25,N), frol (110,F,29,N), fulz (80,F,54,N), glit (76,F,55,N), glup
(97,M,26,N), harash (90,F,23,N), herf (114,M,36,Y/N), hev (112,F,24,Y) (Indonesian), if
(75,M,37,Y/N), meem (94,M,56,Y), melf (85,M,33,Y), must (67,F,37,Y/N), phloo (82,F,17,N), plin
(91,F,,N), plonnen (78,F,19,N), pluft (77,M,40,N), plun (66,F,11,N), pone (100,M,67,N),
powglu(79,,,), priff (72,F,23,N), pust (83,M,43,N), resb(111,M,21,Y/N), shom (107,F,46,N), sith
(116,F,15,N), tibst (106,M,47,N), treen (104,M,53,N)(Spanish), trest (113,F,24,N), twunt
(92,M,23,N), yoy (86,F,40,N)

the knobs on the spikes of a hairbrush
apin (83,M,43,N), bips (107,F,46,N), bleps (84,F,22,N), bliks (110,F,29,N), blom (91,F,,N), blon
(66,F,11,N), bloobs (99,F,43,Y/N), bools (104,M,53,N) (Spanish), bops(95,M,28,N), bubs
(80,F,54,N), clob (87,M,49,Y/N), dids (88,M,38,N), dins (96,F,29,N), dolbs (114,M,36,Y/N), frzl
(106,M,47,N), glibs (67,F,37,Y/N), gynt (111,M,21,Y/N), jibs (109,M,36,Y), knicks (100,M,67,N),
knubs (76,F,55,N), knurbles (81,M,25,N), koops (94,M,56,Y), kwip (97,M,26,N), mub (71,M,25,N),
pabs (77,M,40,N), pibblits(90,F,23,N), pims (72,F,23,N), pins (68,F,38,N) (Spanish), pipple(108,,,),
ploinks (92,M,23,N), pobs (101,M,48,N), prelt (112,F,24,Y) (Indonesian), probs (113,F,24,N), pul
(116,F,15,N), scalrotundities (79,,,), skooks (85,M,33,Y), slibs (93,F,52,N), spoke (78,F,19,N), spup
(86,F,40,N), twerm (75,M,37,Y/N)

Appendix XIV
Words Invented to Match Pictures
Light

ap (86,F,40,N), bize (95,M,28,N), bol (116,F,15,N), casminity (81,M,25,N), choch (93,F,52,N),
chrombic (77,M,40,N), collider (71,M,25,N), dyn (83,M,43,N), fahn (107,F,46,N), feb
(97,M,26,N), feln (85,M,33,Y), flir (99,F,43,Y/N), flur (111,M,21,Y/N), frish (90,F,23,N), jaze
(84,F,22,N), leily (80,F,54,N), ling (96,F,29,N), pyar (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian), quilp (104,M,53,N)
(Spanish), raker (108,,,), rev (113,F,24,N), ron (106,M,47,N), spleet (110,F,29,N), sprin
(114,M,36,Y/N), stirp (76,F,55,N), strarc (87,M,49,Y/N), tume (92,M,23,N), veer (89,M,57,N),
wangle (94,M,56,Y), woo(82,F,17,N), zhing (101,M,48,N), zire (109,M,36,Y), zrat (91,F,,N),
zwursle (75,M,37,Y/N)

Sand

bluss (108,,,), brill (107,F,46,N), brin (114,M,36,Y/N), ckl (86,F,40,N), crust(78,F,19,N), dop
(112,F,24,Y,Indonesian), flensk (101,M,48,N), flimps (75,M,37,Y/N), flossil (103,F,32,N),
fole(89,M,57,N), foosh (96,F,29,N), frands (95,M,28,N), fuliated (76,F,55,N), granmie
(80,F,54,N), ker (97,M,26,N), lab (113,F,24,N), lape (84,F,22,N), leipate (90,F,23,N),
rabe(99,F,43,Y/N), riven (71,M,25,N), sah (116,F,15,N), sard (92,M,23,N), scash
(104,M,53,N)(Spanish), schwa (82,F,17,N), shart(91,F,,N), slif (106,M,47,N), slippsail (79,,,), soth
(111,M,21,Y/N), spland (93,F,52,N), sulva (81,M,25,N), sweb (94,M,56,Y), swin (109,M,36,Y),
uuhd (85,M,33,Y), veet (110,F,29,N), wipple

Stones

aux (83,M,43,N), bockety (96,F,29,N), boog (107,F,46,N), brittle (78,F,19,N), calcaceous
(75,M,37,Y/N), camp (104,M,53,N) (Spanish), cheen (85,M,33,Y), chuttle (71,M,25,N), crad
(113,F,24,N), crubnel (76,F,55,N), durds (88,M,38,N), eou (106,M,47,N), gloo (82,F,17,N), gor
(90,F,23,N), gowb (114,M,36,Y/N), hinse (94,M,56,Y), jum (86,F,40,N), koist (112,F,24,Y)
(Indonesian), kok (110,F,29,N), kruk (84,F,22,N), mosk (109,M,36,Y), peb (89,M,57,N), peet
(116,F,15,N), petrocurvate (77,M,40,N), rolb (95,M,28,N), rolg (92,M,23,N), scrab (99,F,43,Y/N),
sips (93,F,52,N), skrav (101,M,48,N), stil (97,M,26,N), stroc (80,F,54,N), stuarrd (81,M,25,N),
tredy (108,,,), wone (111,M,21,Y/N)

Watchband

bant (78,F,19,N), brorries (80,F,54,N), chank (87,M,49,Y/N), chirt (114,M,36,Y/N), chongs
(95,M,28,N), chronalleous (76,F,55,N), claketyclik (96,F,29,N), crant (92,M,23,N), crip
(83,M,43,N), crirri (90,F,23,N), dil (109,M,36,Y), drak (89,M,57,N), jakey (108,,,), jig
(104,M,53,N,Spanish), klek (101,M,48,N), lans (93,F,52,N), layt (111,M,21,Y/N), lerf
(112,F,24,Y), machimasi(not really Japanese) (79,,,), mah (116,F,15,N), nuevichious (81,M,25,N),
pleads (88,M,38,N), rapp (99,F,43,Y/N), ratt (84,F,22,N), ro (82,F,17,N), ro (85,M,33,Y), rogt
(106,M,47,N), sai (94,M,56,Y), skent, slink (71,M,25,N), snuth (113,F,24,N), stit (107,F,46,N),
strumbim (75,M,37,Y/N), teek (86,F,40,N), twip (97,M,26,N), wreads (103,F,32,N), zam
(110,F,29,N)

Sparks

bitter (78,F,19,N), bluh (82,F,17,N), deel (80,F,54,N), fesh (87,M,49,Y/N), fezzery(75,M,37,Y/N),
fil (99,F,43,Y/N), flir (109,M,36,Y), flix (106,M,47,N), frell (97,M,26,N), fuw
(112,F,24,Y,Indonesian), graas (83,M,43,N), lev (113,F,24,N), lule (107,F,46,N), maz (86,F,40,N),
milt (111,M,21,Y/N), nor (89,M,57,N), ploy (71,M,25,N), scrintch (103,F,32,N), scrit (108,,,),
shiff (104,M,53,N,Spanish), shirnessed (76,F,55,N), shmun (85,M,33,Y), shoof (101,M,48,N),
sirrilno(90,F,23,N), sked (84,F,22,N), skir (95,M,28,N), smurl (115,,,), snitz (114,M,36,Y/N),
spectratressial (77,M,40,N), spleems (94,M,56,Y), swespious(81,M,25,N), swibs (93,F,52,N), tume
(as well) (92,M,23,N), vescentic (96,F,29,N), wew (110,F,29,N)zar (116,F,15,N)

Water

anmibulls (80,F,54,N), beedling (79,,,), blart (114,M,36,Y/N), blig (101,M,48,N), blit
(106,M,47,N), blon (110,F,29,N), bloobs (95,M,28,N), bulge(78,F,19,N), dit (85,M,33,Y), dits
(88,M,38,N), drewn (108,,,), glip (91,F,,N), gloobs (99,F,43,Y/N), har(82,F,17,N), koff
(104,M,53,N) (Spanish), lume (89,M,57,N), nyoats (94,M,56,Y), piasser (90,F,23,N), pim
(116,F,15,N), pliss (76,F,55,N), ploid (92,M,23,N), polts (93,F,52,N), pom (107,F,46,N), poow
(86,F,40,N), prolds (96,F,29,N), qwip (97,M,26,N), rathsp (115,,,), refle(111,M,21,Y/N),
roop(84,F,22,N), sez (113,F,24,N), spaw(109,M,36,Y), tilk (112,F,24,Y,Indonesian), tomaress
(81,M,25,N)

